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The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment no one understands it better than Shannons.
When it comes to insurance for your special car,
daily drive, bike or your home, there’s only one
person you should talk to – a fellow enthusiast at
Shannons. You can even pay your premium
monthly at no additional cost.
So call Shannons for a

quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS
CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer.
Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.
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Photographer Mark Rebilas snapped
this shot after the NHRA drag races.
A woman walking alone, spreading
something along a dragstrip in the US.
It turned out to be a loved one’s ashes.
They must’ve loved drag racing...
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bear metal

from the edItor

G’day. How’s it going. Hope you’re all coping with the
apocalypse out there...

They’d already left other RHD markets in the UK,
India, Japan, and South Africa.

Welcome to issue 38 of the new Torqueback – The
Wedge and the Magnum. Once again sorry about the
delay, but as you can probably understand there’s been
a few things going on… well, actually heaps!

Evidently, Canberra were surprised by this decision
– revealing they were never consulted about it.
ScoMo then fumed that Holden had allowed its
business to “wither away after years of receiving
taxpayer-funded subsidies”. But, in typical politspeak
BS, the PM turned it around to say GM’s decision
to axe Holden and cease operating in Oz “proved
the ineffectiveness of any government propping
up industry.”

Yes indeed. As Jim Morrison once crooned “strange
days have found us…” Man, 2019 was a rough year,
but I think we may have to take back everything we said
about it, hey.
First we had the bushfires. The worst ever in modern
Australia’s history. Such tragedy and hardship.
There was no leadership from EITHER side, only
blame-shifting and tit-for-tatt from an out-of-touch
Canberra – but there were stories of courage and
resilience, and also some valuable lessons to be
learned. It was also heartening to see average citizens
take up the responsibility and rally around each other.
We all wanted to pitch in and help, even if our pollies
had NFI. I myself was honoured and privileged to be
invited to contribute to a special comicbook anthology
project called Australia Burns – a fundraiser for the
families of those who had lost their lives.

Visit meguiars.com.au

I was then travelling Cambodia when I first heard about
the COVID-19 virus outbreak in China. The locals
– who really don’t like Beijing much because of their
influence in all the corruption that hobbles Cambodia –
suggested it was ‘karma’.
We weren’t back home in Adelaide too long when we
suddenly had another medical emergency to deal with,
but luckily that was sorted immediately. And then there
was a death in the family. It was all happening!
But the virus thing was still just something going on ‘far
away’ overseas.
And then the pandemic finally arrived in Oz – and now
it has changed EVERYTHING.

“It’s what’s on the inside that counts”
CHrYsLer speCIaLIsts

• Full Re-Trims • Head Linings
• Steering Wheel Re-covering • Carpets & Door Trims
InterIors & soft-tops

• Full Restorations • Seat & Foam Repairs • Carpets
• Vinyl Welding • Leather Trim • Custom Soft-Tops
Seat BeltS & ReStRaintS

• Seat Belt Supply, Service & Repairs
• Classic Car / Compliance Fitments

• Restraint & Anchor Point Installation

Not only have we had to postpone the 2019 Adelaide
Chrysler Festival indefinitely, but with self-isolation
and social distancing to flatten the curve, I can’t even
enjoy my footy! Has the world gone mad?
I reckon it’ll be a very different place afterwards.
It seems like a lifetime ago when I first started
putting this issue together, back in December.
We’d just witnessed the final demise of the Holden
brand in Australia. Just three years after the end of
the local production in Oz and two months after the
announcement for the cancelation of the Commodore
and Astra – to solely import pick-ups and SUVs –
the brand would be axed by the end of 2019. The
last design and engineering departments were to be
closed and any new car offerings to be retired by 2021.
Apparently the move was due to GM’s plans to
leave all RHD markets in an attempt to optimise its
business globally. The propaganda was that it was an
“agonising decision” directly from Detroit which had
nothing to do with the local division of the company.

I dunno about that.
I still wonder if the pollies actually didn’t do enough – for
all of our automotive industry, to tough it out.
But I think this is much more than just economics.
The Lion was part of our culture. Our society, y’know?
But, as I’ve talked about before here in my editorials,
perhaps in this new millennium (sadly, for car people
anyway) that world is changing.
For decades, ‘Australia’s own’ did more than just
put this country on wheels. Love ‘em or hate ‘em,
Holden helped shape who we were as a nation.
Australians have always voted with their wallets
and it’s clear that the love for the dunnydoor and it’s
rival coon had long gone – but all that’s left now are
gnawing doubt and recrimination.
The rot started in 2004 when Holden’s sales began
to decrease every year. Then in 2010, just as Holden
looked as if it might recover from the GFC, Detroit
killed off the Pontiac initiative. And the General’s
reorganisation of assets demonstrated to Holden that
these export aspirations would be severely curtailed.
Totally contradicting itself, GM became an insular
business with little overseas interest, when the auto
industry has to be global. There probably will be no
GM at all even in Trumpland in the near-future.
Back here in Oz, the market was shifting –
and Holden just couldn’t adapt. Then, in 2012
the Commodore was deposed as the nation’s
best-selling car after fifteen years at the top of the
charts. But it wasn’t a Falcon or a Camry that usurped
the throne. No, it was a Mazda 3 – signalling a very
different buying intention from Australians. And to
make matters worse, Holden had no rival to it – there
was no Astra between 2009 and 2015.
You might blame all those dicks out there who put
bowtie badges on their Commodores’ grills. Rumour
has it that when they visited, the bosses from Detroit
noticed them everywhere.
My daily is a 2010 VE wagon and I absolutely love it.
It’s probably the best car I’ve ever owned (outside of
a Mopar of course). I guess I’ll just have to try and
preserve it now. Who knows, maybe it’ll become a
collectors’ item in years to come!
We’ll still have one last Commodore next year, but we
all know that its actually an Opel – it’s not an Australian

car built for Australia – which is why most of us suddenly
stopped buying them last year. And soon we’ll probably
have to choose between a Mustang or a Camaro.
That might not necessarily be a bad thing – if we can
be different with a new Charger or Challenger!
Anyway... in this issue we look at two famous Mopar
motors – the ‘Wedge’ and the ‘Magnum’.
The Wedge was a huge innovation for muscle from the
late 1950s (one of Chrysler’s most famous engines of
course being the Max Wedge) and turned out to be the
forerunner of the renown LA engine we now know of
very well here in Oz – which we got with our Valiant.
The LA (which will have it’s own issue of Torqueback
down the track) then evolved into a new architecture
Chrysler coined the Magnum (actually from an old name
for one particular edition of Wedge motor, confusingly).
The Magnum has become probably Chrysler’s most
famous modern motor alongside the third generation of
Hemi today (everybody has heard of the Magnum 440
and the V10 in the Viper). Indeed, the reliable Magnum
is today a favourite for customisers out of a crate.
I hope you enjoy finding out about them as I did.
Meanwhile, hang in there with this pandemic. Wash
your hands, stay home if you can, and social distance
– while you support your local businesses. Always buy
local and try to buy Australian. I went and got some
tyres from Richard (and Sarah) at Bridgestone Select
Edwardstown (sponsors of the CCCSA) on the weekend
– and I still got a good deal, with some great service.
Now I’m gonna order a pizza and curl up with my
labradors in front of the fire, to binge Vikings on Netflix...
Life will return to ‘normal’ one day, eventually – it just
might have to be a new normal – whatever that will be.
So, take heart – it’s just a question of when, not if...
Cheers,
Dave H

A blast from the past...
Staging a Driveby in a Rival Gang’s Hood.
Vignette from
Ten Really Good Reasons You May
Miss Out On Your drivers Licence
Australian Mad Magazine, 1998.
Give me any excuse to draw a hippo!

4 Deacon ave, Richmond Sa 5033 • p: 8292 2500 • e: sales@willshire.com.au

www.willshire.com.au
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the car-line

from the presIdent

When the Committee met the week before
ACF was scheduled to happen, we had a very
difficult decision to make. Personally I lost a lot
of sleep that weekend going to and fro.
At one stage it looked possible to continue
with the event, albeit with some changes in
place. But three days before that this virus
was something happening on the other side of
the world and Australia was just running out of
toilet paper.

Howdy everyone.

We saw how fast things were escalating and
in the back of our minds was that it was likely
to change even more before the following
weekend. Better to be safe than sorry and
postpone at that point when we had a week to
make the change.

Hope you’re all hunkered down getting on
with whatever long-deferred projects you
have in the shed – and haven’t run out of your
doomsday preppin’ supplies yet.

Thankfully we did, because as we know, things
did change and the restrictions tightened even
more and the decision would have been taken
out of our hands completely.

Me, I’ve made more progress on the Galant
restoration in the last four weeks than I have in
the previous four years.

We were sitting right on 215 registered
attendees when we had to postpone; a big
number a week out from the show compared
to previous years, so it looked like being a
great event.

And the guitar that’s taken me two and a half
years to build is looking like getting finished
sooner than planned!
We are certainly living in interesting and
rapidly changing times.

As I’m writing this it appears that (most) people
are heeding the message and staying home
and we are “flattening the curve”.

Well, let’s hope that continues and maybe the
2020 Adelaide Chrysler Festival can still go
ahead later in the year.
In the meantime we’ve also had to cancel
all meetings, cruises and events. It could be
a while before our Mopars come out of the
sheds! We are looking medium-term at ways
we can keep CCCSA members engaged.
Possibly through having online meetings. We’ll
keep you posted about that as we work out the
best means of doing it.
Then, while all this is happening, the price of
petrol has dropped to levels that I don’t recall
for maybe twenty years. How ironic that it’s
now cheaper than ever to drive our cars, but
we’ve got nowhere to go. Still, if you’re like
me, that cheap tank of 98 I bought two weeks
ago would normally last six months anyway,
so now I should get a year out of it!
So on that note, keep positive for the next few
months while we ride this out. If we all do our
bit things will get back to some state of normal
sooner rather than later. Use the time to do all
those jobs you’ve always been putting off in
the garage.
Till we’re allowed out again, stay safe, stay at
home and keep it Mopar!
– Iain

Crickets...
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dialog
from the secretary

Hi all, time again for my Dialog.
Firstly, thanks to all the ACF committee for
their input in organising Adelaide Chrysler
Festival 2020 – only to be postponed due to
the Coronavirus. Disappointing, but at least
when decided not to go ahead with ACF most
of the groundwork had already been completed.
ACF 2020 was looking to be a big show with
our current membership of approximately 370
members, including 300 plus vehicles on club
registration – and also a lot of interest shown on
social media this year.
Willshire invited CCC of SA to have our Xmas
meeting at their workshop again last year and
supplied a great barby with plenty to eat including
cold beverages for all, and a tour of their work
shop which was very interesting, well done and
thank-you to Darryl and his staff.
In December members met at Tailem Bend
and headed off to Robe for our Xmas sleepover
stopping at Kingston Crown Hotel for lunch and
a cup of tea, lunch finished we headed to the
Sea Vu Caravan Park where we met up with
Richard and Ming also Brendan and Margaret
who towed their period caravan with their VE
Valiant from country South Australia, all booked

in we unpacked ready for a happy hour or two
on the seafront before walking to the Caledonia
Hotel for a great meal, with dinner finished
Damian presented an automotive quiz which
was good fun and promoted lots of discussions
amongst everyone, then after a few more drinks
we all walked back to our cabins and settled in
for the night, was an excellent evening. Early
next morning some of us went for a walk along
the seafront while others went and found some
breakfast then back to the cabins packed our
belongings and headed for Larry the Lobster who
resides in Kingston. Damain seen the owner
asking if a photo shoot was possible he agreed
and told us that Larry had just been renovated, 6
Valiants + Phoenix + Hillman Imp lined up under
his legs to have a photo taken with “Larry the
Lobster” who was celebrating his 40th birthday
on that very day what a great birthday present we
gave him, then we all headed to Wellington for a
light lunch at the pub with lunch finished we said
our farewell’s and headed for home, great road
trip and weekend thank-you Damian.
In January Milang held an Old Machinery show
with lots of stationary engines all running and
beautifully restored very interesting, we also did
the Mt Barker Power of the Past show same sort

of display as Milang and well organized that was
interesting also took you back in time, there was
good display from our club members and our
vehicles came in for a lot of comments especially
the Chargers, once again thankyou Damian for
arranging a couple of great cruises.
Stay tuned to our club website calendar for more
information on the “Adelaide Chrysler Festival”
and other cruises. All the best for Easter, take
care and drive safe in you Mopar’s.
Cheers
– Di and Chris

Andrew Ingleton’s Charger recently starred
in Julia Zemiro’s Home Delivery, featuring
Australian cricket legend Ian Chappell.
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buy, sell, swap

balzan all

tradIng place

luke balzan IntervIews...

the bergamIn brothers
Humans love to anthropomorphise just about everything, and while it’s obvious in some
areas (like humanoid robots or people who play dress-ups with their dogs), we do it in often
subtle ways with everything else. When it comes to cars, it’s easy to refer to an engine as the
heart and often soul of a vehicle. In real terms however, it’s more like all the major organs
rolled into one, with pretty much everything else being peripheral or as an interface for input/
output. To this end, I like it when Torqueback dedicates itself to engines, as this is the centre
of the car universe (even if we spend the majority of our time either ogling bodies or driving).
Focusing on the Wedge and Magnum engine variants, which are not so common here in Oz,
with our sixes and LA small blocks, I wanted to have a BalzanAll that paid appropriate tribute
to this centrepiece of car-dom. And when it comes to Mopar engines, short of talking to Don
Garlits or someone from Detroit, there’s none better to talk to than our famous local Mopar boys,
The Bergamin Brothers.
Infamous for their engines on and off the drag strip, I caught up with Robert and
Frank Bergamin to find out a little more about what goes into a Bergamin build.
“It started back when I was 16 or 17 years old,” Robert begins. “I just liked
Valiants, and had a passion for cars. Back then, we didn’t have a lot of money,
so we had do a lot of things ourselves – and that was when I first built my
first small block Chrysler. The more I did myself, the more I learned, and you
learn by small mistakes you make. You think, ‘try this, it’ll work’ – and some
things might not work, but you learn by trialling different things. Then other
people began to look at what we were doing with our cars, and then people
started to ask can you do something for me, and it progressed like that. Tuning
people’s cars, helping them do little things, and before you know it ‘can you
build me a motor?’ and it snowballed from there. But it started from our own
personal experience, from doing our own thing, combinations of what works,
what doesn’t – and it’s what made us what we are today.”
While the Bergamins have certainly made their name on and off track with
Mopars, they’re not cradle-Moparians…“It’s funny that, ‘cos my dad always
had Holdens and Fords,” Robert recalls. “My older brother bought his first
Valiant, and from then on we got into Valiants. And our friends had Valiants, so it
just revolved around all Mopar stuff.”
“With me, my first Valiant was a VG Valiant I bought from a wrecking yard for
$300,” Frank chimes in. “It was running. It was a goldie-brown VG, three speed
manual on the column with a smoky 245. My brother followed behind me getting
smoked out from the wrecking yard. We pulled that motor out, put a good Hemi
in it, a good runner. We ended up going for a three-speed shifter on the floor
and it was a real cheap build, it owed me like $1200 when I was finished, and I
had just turned 17. And that was my first Valiant, and then it was a VE and what
not… by the time I was 18 we had a 265 in the VE with a four-speed running 13
seconds down the quarter.”
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“As soon as we got fast, we wanted to go drag racing, and that’s where a
window opened up for us with performance vehicles,” Frank continues. “We
were doing everything from home. As you probably know, we’re farmers.We’re
market gardeners – we grow carrots for a living, so we were limited on money.
But because of our mechanical background – from being farmers able to work
on diesel engines and build machinery, and being able to modify and all that
sort of thing – plus watching our dad, as he’s very hands-on mechanical himself
– we just used our own trial and error. But we didn’t make a lot of mistakes;
we were already mechanically minded and knew the ins and outs of engines
from working on them from since we were kids. And like Robert said, guys
started seeing that and wanted us to start building their cars. There’s nothing
that we’ve done for anybody that we haven’t previously done, or more, on our
own vehicles. We’ve never used anybody as a guinea pig, and this sounds a bit
stupid to say, but we haven’t actually built anybody’s cars faster than our own.”

CARS FOR SALE

PARTS FOR SALE

CARS WANTED

2010 Chrysler Sebring Hardtop Convertible.
Low Km (approx. 60K).
Mechanically excellent.
Genuine reason for sale
– Roy 0412 154 992

Chrysler 318 V8 5.2 litre motor
on a truck chassis
for sale with both Gregory car manual 1&2,
has been housed in a farm shed under roof,
in good condition, was a hobby project which I
never finished.
Asking price $250.00 the lot
– Clark Ernst 0400 570 061

Valiant Sedan AP6 to VG
– Dennis Mitchell

PARTS WANTED
GLX seat material, any colour
– Suzannah 0421 899 704
1 x 6.5in ROH Valiant sports rim
– Alex 0448 676 011

4 x Hotwire alloys. No bolts or centre caps.
Suit Valiant up to VG model $400
– Jimmy 0423 076 541

VF/VG Hardtop Regal/770
must be V8 auto
in fantastic or restored condition
– Steve Lawler 0418 817 902
To place an ad...
Email: general@cccsa.net.au,
phone: 0412 426 360
or fill out the Buy, Sell, and Swap book at the
monthly meeting....

Making the move from building high performing and powerful cars into drag
racing was a perfectly logical progression for the Bergamins, and it’s helped to
cement their reputation and hone their expertise.
“Our cars could be driven on the street,” Frank admits, “but we legally drag
race and we compete professionally, to win. A lot of people don’t realise
you don’t need a fast car to do that, you just need a reliable car that works
to race professionally and bring home trophies. Being that we’re in a rural
area, we were illegal street racing for many years, like Fast and the Furious
shit… Where we’re from, we’d have like 200 people lining the streets with
cars, doing burnouts, drag racing, fly-bys, you name it. But once the cops got
there and busted a lot of people, we said ‘let’s not do this anymore and let’s
do it legally’… Drag racing is good because you’re putting your car through
extreme stress. With a performance engine on the street, the wheels spin and
the horsepower is unloaded, but once we got into drag racing, we learned a lot
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more. What brakes, what could handle what. So now, when we build an engine
combination, we know the transmission, the diff, the fuel system, everything
you need – so in case you do want to go drag racing, it’s not going to break!

Sally Anne
Anne and
and Grant
Grant Bradford
Bradford
Sally
27B Edward
Edward Street
Street
27B
Langwarrin VIC
VIC 3910
3910
Langwarrin
M 0416
0416 100
100 643
643
M

PRICE ALEXANDER MOTORS
Phone: 08 8271 4330

Steve Manuel
Complete Engine Bay Restorations
Engine Overhauls
Brake, Steering and Suspension Specialist
Classic Car Specialist
(Including all make of Chryslers)

Extensive history of servicing and
mechanical repairs to Chrysler
valiant cars.
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“A lot of people come to us and say they want 500 horsepower, but ‘I’m never
going to race it, I just want to thrash the shit out of it’...” he continues.“Well,
skimping is just not possible. You still have to put in all the good components. It
doesn’t cost any real extra to build a performance motor because it’s the parts;
the crankshaft, the pistons, the rocker gear, valve train – all in the US dollar –
that’s what dictates the price of the engine. Putting it together labour-wise is
not much different.”
“Before they spend one cent with us, we can spend hours educating them.
Because we’ve built so many engines and have so many cars proven, we can
just point out ‘look at this guy’s car, look at that guy’s car’, and they soon realise
us guys do actually know what we’re talking about – and we don’t pull the wool
over anyone’s eyes. We educate them through the whole process, and if they’re
not aware of something we tell them, invite them into the workshop, show
them what’s going in the engine, and before they’ve spent one cent, they’re
already awakened to everything they’ve got ahead of them. We’ll quote it on
paper, we’ll get prices from Outlaw Speedshop or whatever shop we use, and
show them trade prices to show them this is the real deal. This is the parts that
are going to go in the engine, this is what it’s going to cost, and this is what
you’ll need to make a car handle it. And if they can’t afford it, we’ll lessen the
package, but still get a good finished product in the end within their budget.
We’ve done so many variations of combinations, it’s become easy for us. We’re
not all about bling!”
Being avid drag racers themselves, the Bergamins not only know what goes
into building a fast engine, but they know how to drive too! “A lot of guys want
a figure – a horsepower figure – yet they can’t drive the car!” Frank chuckles.
“They can’t handle the horsepower! We’ve been doing this for years, and I’ll

put them in a car we’ve just built, smoke the whole road in a power skid, in
top gear – and they can’t even get first gear to do that, ‘cos they can’t handle
the horsepower! They usually come with a big figure.We build a combination
that will fit within their budget, drive it like a maniac and they actually go away
happy with less horsepower than they thought they’d have – but they can’t
drive it anyway! So what we do is send them to the racetrack where there’s
traction, and we can teach them how to race and how to use the power.”
“When we go away drag racing, we take like four cars with us,” Robert adds.
“Four different people, the cars that we’ve built, and we always have one or
two cars in the finals on the country tracks. People know us as those ‘Mopar
boys’, ‘those Bergamins – the Mopar boys again!’
“We’ve been everywhere with our cars!”
The Bergamins have had a hand in many local builds over the years, but which
are the standouts?
“My own car, my VF Coupe, I love it – it’s a great build, but my favourite build
would have to be Billy Papas’ Charger that we did. It’s the ultimate street
car,” Robert confesses.
“I really enjoyed my green VJ sedan, which was a turbo-charged 318,” Frank
admits. “That was just a real shitty build, we knew fuck all about turbos, I
bought a heap of shit from a wrecking yard for $800 bucks, I had a running 318,
we chucked a turbo on it, got it going and it instantly doubled the horsepower.
Over time, we broke transmissions and diffs, but we were learning… it was
basically a research and development car. Trying to build horsepower on a
minimal budget. I had the running 318, just had to put gaskets through it,
I bought the trans from a swap meet for $800, which was a 727, I had my
brother’s 2500 stall converter from a car he had years before, so basically we
built it with junk we had lying around.”

455 Goodwood Road
Westbourne Park
South Australia 5041
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for the tIme beIng...

stay home and socIAL DISTAnce

The tribute to Dom’s Charger was also notable…
“I always call that a movie car: it’s gotta look and sound the part, but it doesn’t
necessarily mean that it is,” Frank laughs. “If I put that car down the drag strip,
it would blow that diff to kingdom come. The torque converter would fry and
melt the trans with it. To get that car to a drag strip and be successful with
it, I would have to put another $40,000 dollars into that car. At the end of the
day, it’s a 440 with all the good parts as a naturally aspirated engine. I put a
blower on it and detuned the shit out of it. Just to get on and off the trailer, it’s
on a throttle stop, so it won’t rev past 5000 – and I don’t make any more than
about 5 pounds boost, ‘cos if I did, it’d explode everywhere!”
“And I built it to do exactly that! We’ve created the illusion with that car to do
what it does.”
We chatted on and on for some time, covering all aspects of what the guys
have been doing, but I couldn’t finish a story on engines without asking that
all-important question: big block, or small block?
“In a US car, big block, but in an Australian car, a small block,” Robert states.

“Big blocks are just too heavy for A-Bodies,” Frank explains, “and you have
to spend just as much money on those motors to get them to perform as you
would on a small block. The technology is out there for small blocks now, it
keeps the weight down…”
Before wrapping up, Robert quickly interjects.
“One thing I want to point out, the number plate on my VF Coupe says
‘Angry’… that doesn’t mean the owner is angry, it means the car is angry!
The name came from a mate of mine who said, ‘Robert, your car sounds so
angry!’ And I said, wow that’d make a good number plate, but then people
have been worried to come up to me, thinking that the owner is Angry! No, I’m
a happy person, it’s the car!”
“We’re very down to earth guys,” Frank confides. “A lot of people are
apprehensive about approaching us, thinking we’re all about horsepower, all
about big-money builds – and we are, but we’ll cater for anybody’s needs. We
started from nothing, so we know where it’s at.”
Be sure to catch the Bergamins at a drag strip or local car show sometime
soon… once all the hype over Toyota Coronas has died down!

– Luke

so long old frIend
Vale Gary Bridger
Sadly we have lost another of the Chrysler family back in December last year. Auckland native Gary Bridger was an Air New Zealand pilot and one of the
world’s most devoted Valiant Charger enthusiasts. He was well-known in the world Mopar community as a respected automotive historian and duckail
expert who co-authored Hey Charger! – the definitive book on the Aussie Charger, with Gavin Farmer.
Gary knew every intimate detail of his beloved
Chargers – and was always happy to to share
his vast knowledge and passion with anybody
on either side of the ditch. He always loved
a catch-up to talk Valiants and he was a
gentleman in all facets of his life .

Gary Bridger with his 1972 Chrysler Valiant Charger R/T E49

A true gentleman and a fount of so much
Chrysler knowledge, Gary suddenly was gone
too soon – and he will be sadly missed.
On behalf of the CCCSA, we would like
to offer our sincere condolences to Gary’s
wife, his daughters Claudia and Grace, his
relatives and many friends. A very sad loss to
all who were privileged to meet him.
Rest in peace.
– Alan Perkins
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the wedge
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Experience the
Schinella Style of Service

The 'b' and 'rb' motor

The Chrysler B and RB engines are a series of big-block V8 petrol engines introduced in 1958 to replace the Chrysler FirePower
(first generation Hemi) motor. The B and RB donks are often referred to as “wedge” engines because they use wedge-shaped
combustion chambers; this differentiates them from Chrysler’s 426 Hemi big block engines that are typically referred to as
“Hemi” or “426 Hemi” due to their hemispherical shaped combustion chambers.
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PREFACE
Design features of the B and RB engines include 17 capscrews
per cylinder head, a cylinder block that extends 3 inches (76.2mm)
below the crankshaft centereline, an intake manifold not exposed to
crankcase oil on the underside, stamped-steel shaft-mounted rocker
arms (race versions used forged steel rockers), and a front-mounted
external oil pump driven by the camshaft.
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The ‘B’ series wedge was introduced in 1958 with 350ci (5.7L) and
361ci (5.9L) versions. The 361 would continue in production until
the end of the series, albeit only for truck installation. The RB (which
actually means ‘raised B’) arrived one year after the launch of the B
series engines, in 383ci (6.3L) and 413ci (6.8L) displacements. Unlike
the previous B-engines, which had a 3 3⁄8-inch (85.7mm) stroke, the
RB engines had a 3 3⁄4-inch (95.3mm) stroke.
For 1960, a ‘ram induction’ system increased the 413’s torque up to
495 pounds per foot on the Chrysler 300F versions.
The last ‘B-RB’ wedge-headed motor was produced in August 1978,
ending the so-called era of the classic Chrysler ‘big-block’ engines.
350
The 350ci B engine was, along with the 361, the first production B
engine – first available in 1958. It had a bore of 4.06in (103mm).
The 350 is classified as a big block engine.
All parts except for the pistons are fully compatible with the 361.
Vehicles using the B 350 included the 1958 DeSoto Firesweep,
1958 Dodge and 1958 Plymouth Fury.

361

976 South Rd
Edwardstown
08 8297 6055
www.bridgestoneselect.com.au

The 361ci B engine also introduced in 1958 was
essentially the same as the 350, except with a
larger 4 1⁄8-inch (104.8mm) bore, for an actual
displacement of 360.83ci (5,913cc).
In 1964, the Dodge Polara 500 came standard
with a 315bhp (235kW) version of the 361 that
had a four-barrel carburetor, dual-point distributor,
and dual exhausts. Plymouth called their versions
of the early B engine the Commando, variants
of which included the ‘Golden Commando’ and
‘Sonoramic Commando’. It produced 305bhp
(227kW). DeSoto’s B engine was named
Turboflash and produced 295bhp (220kW). The
Dodge standard version was a 2-barrel with
295 bhp (220 kW) called the ‘Super Red Ram’
with an optional variant that was called the D500
and produced 320 bhp (239 kW).

The 361 would last until the end of the series, albeit for trucks only. In its early years, the 305-horsepower 361 was optional on many vehicles, and
standard on, among others, the Dodge 880. The 361 had a fuel injected version in 1958 only. Very few fuel injected B engines were made and only a
handful remain, since most were brought back to the dealer to be fitted with carburetors.
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desert fox

383
The 383ci B engine — not to be confused with the RB version — was
essentially a larger bore version of the 350 and 361, using a 4.25in
(108.0mm) bore for a 383.0ci (6,277cc) displacement. This venerable
engine was introduced in 1959. Dodge’s version, the D500 had a cross-ram
induction manifold and dual 4-barrel carburetors as options. In some Dodge
applications, this engine was labelled as the ‘Magnum’, while the Plymouth’s
version was called the Golden Commando. Both came with a dual point
distributor in high-performance versions.

jeepIng to the red centre

wIth cathy groot

The 383 became the standard model Mopar performance engine for the
next decade. The big bore allowed for larger 2.08in (53mm) intake valves,
and the relatively short stroke helped it to be a free-revving engine, as well
as a free-breathing one.
Producing a maximum of 330hp (246kW; 335PS) (gross) and 460 lb.ft
(624N.m) of torque for the 1960 model year, the 383 beat the 392 Hemi
that had reached 435 lb.ft (590N.m). The 1960 383 engines featured the
same basic ram induction system as the Chrysler 300F’s 413 RB engines
(named Sonoramic Commando when sold in Plymouth form). The later 383
Magnum (starting in 1968) used the 440 Magnum heads, camshaft, and
exhaust manifolds. This engine was advertised at 335 hp (250 kW; 340PS).

400
The 400ci (6.6L) B engine was introduced in 1972 to replace the venerable 383,
and were power-rated via the net (installed) method. Chrysler increased the bore
size of the 383 to create the 400. Its bore of 4.342-inch (110.3mm) was the largest
used in any production Chrysler V8 at the date of its introduction. All parts except
for the pistons were interchangeable between the 383 and 400. Crankshafts were
of cast iron composition.
Three versions of this engine were available: a two-barrel/single exhaust version
producing 170hp (127kW; 172PS) at 4,400 rpm with 305lb.ft (414N.m) of torque at
2,400rpm, a four-barrel/single exhaust version producing 205hp (153kW; 208PS)
at 4,400rpm, and a high performance four-barrel/dual exhaust version rated at
260hp (194kW; 264PS) at 4,800rpm, 410 lb.ft (556 N.m) of torque at 3,200rpm. All
three versions used the same 8.2:1 compression ratio. The 400 was used in car,
truck, and motorhome chassis. Horsepower and torque ratings gradually declined
through the years due to the addition of more federally mandated emissions
controls until all Chrysler passenger vehicle big-block production ceased in 1978.
For its last year of production, it only produced 190 hp (142 kW) (although a heavyduty version was also available).
Due to its large factory bore size, short (compared to RB engines) deck height,
and bottom end strength that is greater than any other production B or RB engine
due to extra material added around the main bearing caps, 400 B engine blocks
have become a popular choice for high-performance engine build ups.

RAISED BLOCKS
The RB engines, produced from 1959 to 1979, are Raised-Block (taller) versions of the B motor. All RB engines
have a 3 3⁄4in (95.3mm) stroke, with the bore being the defining factor in engine size. All RB wedge engines share
a deck height of 10.725in (272.4mm), and were fitted with 6.768 in (171.9mm) long
connecting rods, resulting in a 1.80:1 rod ratio. Bore center distance is 4.8 in (120mm).
All RBs are oversquare.
383
Not to be confused with the 383 B engine, the 383 RB had a 4 1⁄32-inch (102.4mm)
bore (with the long stroke of 3 3⁄4-inch (95.3mm)) for a displacement of 383ci (6.3L).
It was only available in 1959 and 1960 on the US-built Chrysler Windsors and
Saratogas; one of Trenton Engine’s lines had been converted to the new RB engine
(to make the 413), and demand for the 383 B engine was too high for the remaining line.
The solution was to create a 383 RB to fill the gap until the plant figured out how to quickly
switch from one block to the other.
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one last goodbye

413

3oocS at keswIck

cruIse 'n meet wIth the 3OOC Club
I first fell in love with Chrysler 300Cs when I was in Texas around 1989. I was invited to a drive-in night at small country town. Lo and
behold, there was not one but three Chrysler 300s from the ‘50s parked together with their hoods up. I was hooked.
Long and low with massive fins and those cross-ram manifolds sitting atop big V8s. I never forgot those cars – so when Chrysler
announced that they were bringing a modern take on the 300C to Australia, I had to have one.
As soon as they hit our shores, they were instantly polarising. People either
loved or hated them for their big, bold, American brashness (which is exactly
why I liked them). I purchased a 2007 model with a 5.7L Hemi and never looked
back. Now I have a 2014 300 SRT and the love affair continues.
Luckily, there’s enough of us 300 owners here in South Australia to form a
loose alliance so that we can get together for the occasional cruise or photo
shoot. One of the better events was when we got together at the Chrysler sign

at the back of Le Cornu’s just before it was pulled down. We managed to
have fourteen cars there that day and the photos were spectacular.

The 413 cu in (6.8 L) RB was used from 1959 to 1965 in cars. It was also used in medium and
heavy trucks including truck-tractors such as the C-1000, up until 1979. It has a bore of 4.1875
inches. During that period, it powered almost all Chrysler New Yorker and all Imperial models, and
was also available on the lesser Chryslers, Dodge Polara, Dodge Monaco, and Plymouth Fury as
an alternative to the B-block 383 and/or the A-block 318. It was also fitted to some European cars
such as the later Facel Vega Facel II.
In the 1959 Chrysler 300E, the 413 wedge was fitted with inline dual 4-barrel carburetors; it
was factory-rated at 380bhp (283kW) at 5000rpm and 525lb.ft (712N.m) at 3600rpm. In 1960, a
long-tube ram induction system was made standard on the Chrysler 300. It continued as standard
on the 1961 300G, and remained on the option sheets for Chrysler 300s through 1964. In 1962, a
special version known as the ‘Max Wedge’ was made available for drag racing and street use; this
version produced 420 bhp (313 kW) at 5000 rpm.

There have been other cruises put together and it always makes for a head
turning, V8 rumbling event when ten-plus 300s hit the road together as the
South Australia 300 Owners. Check us out on Facebook.

1963 413 RB V8

426 Wedge
Not to be confused with the 426 Hemi, the 426 cu in (7.0L) RB was a wedge-head RB block with a
4.25in (108mm) bore.

– Rick Saxon

1962 RB Max Wedge

The 426 Wedge served as Chrysler’s main performance engine until the introduction of the 426
Hemi. It was initially offered as the “non-catalogued” option S42 in Chryslers (the number of such
produced is uncertain), offered with 373 or 385hp (278 or 287kW) via a single 4-barrel carburetor
(11.0:1 or 12.0:1 compression ratio, respectively), or 413 or 421hp (308 or 314kW) via ram-inducted
dual 4-barrel carburetors (with the same compression ratios). For 1963, horsepower ratings would
slightly increase (see below), and it became optional in B-bodied Dodges and Plymouths. After 1963,
it would be used only in Dodges and Plymouths.

The Max Wedge was a race-only version of the 426 Wedge engine offered from the factory. Known as the ‘Super Stock Plymouth’ and ‘Ramcharger Dodge’,
the Max Wedge featured high-flow cylinder heads developed through state-of-the-art (at the time) airflow testing. They had 17/8-inch exhaust valves, which
required the cylinder bores to be notched for clearance. The blocks were a special severe-duty casting with larger oil-feed passages than other RB engines,
and the blocks were stress-relieved by the factory. Induction came by means of a cross-ram intake manifold tuned for peak power above 4000rpm and two
Carter AFB-3447SA 4-barrel carburetors. The Max Wedge also included high-flow cast-iron exhaust manifolds that, on the later versions, resembled steel tube
headers. The Max Wedge was factory rated at 415 or 425 bhp (309 or 317kW) (depending on compression), and 480 lb.ft (651 N.m) at 4400rpm.
Before the end of the 1963 model year, Chrysler introduced the Stage II Max Wedge with improved combustion chamber design and an improved camshaft.
The last performance year for the Max Wedge came in 1964 with the Stage III. The factory-advertised power rating never changed despite the Stage II and
III improvements. A 426 ‘Street Wedge’ block was also available in 1964 and 1965. It bears little relation to the Max Wedge except for basic architecture and
dimensions. The Street Wedge was available only in B-body cars (Plymouth and Dodge) and light-duty Dodge D Series trucks. It was an increased-bore
version of the standard New Yorker 413 single 4-barrel engine.

440
The 440 cu in (7.2 L) RB was produced from 1965 until 1978, making it the last version of
the Chrysler RB block. It had a light wall construction, precision cast-iron block, with iron
heads and a bore of 4.32 in (109.7 mm), for an overall displacement of 440 cu in (7.2 L).
From 1967 to 1971, the high-performance version was rated at 375 bhp (380 PS;
280 kW) (370 bhp (375 PS; 276 kW) in 1971) at 4,600 rpm and 480 lb⋅ft (651 N⋅m)
at 3,200 rpm of torque with a single 4-barrel carburetor,[9] and from 1969 to 1971, the
highest-output version had an intake setup with 3X2-barrel Holley carburetors (“440 Six
Pack” for Dodge, “440 6-BBL.” for Plymouth) producing 390 bhp (395 PS; 291 kW) at
4,700 rpm (385 bhp (390 PS; 287 kW) in ‘71) and 490 lb⋅ft (664 N⋅m) at 3,200 rpm
of torque.
In 1972, changes were made to the horsepower ratings of vehicle engines from
gross (engine only, without air cleaner, exhaust system, alternator, or other powerconsuming components) to net (with alternator, air cleaner, mufflers, and other vehicle
equipment installed). The new rating system produced lower, more realistic numbers
for any given engine. At the same time, emissions regulations were demanding
cleaner exhaust. Engines including the 440 were made with reduced compression,
modified cam timing, and other tuning measures to comply with the newly tightened
emissions regulations. The 1972 440 produced 335 bhp (250 kW) (gross) at 4400
rpm; the new net rating was 225 hp (168 kW)—which very closely coincided with
period German DIN ratings and TÜV measurements.

1969 Imperial 440

The high-output 440 (4-barrell/mild cam/dual exhausts) was marketed as the Magnum in Dodges, the Super Commando in Plymouths, and the TNT in Chryslers.
From 1972 to 1974 the engine (detuned to run on lead-free gas) was rated at 280 hp (209 kW) net, and dropped in hp each year until 1978, when it was rated
at 255 hp (190 kW) (in police specification) and limited to Chrysler New Yorkers, Chrysler Newports, Dodge Monaco Police Pursuits, and Plymouth Fury Police
Pursuits. It was also available in marine and heavy-duty commercial applications until that year.
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once upon a cool
street machIne nostalGIa

van nuys boulevard, 1972
Once upon a time on a Saturday night, if you weren’t out in the city, many of us would have cruised (or perhaps “allegedly”
drag-raced) down Anzac Highway out to Glenelg beach and back. And most of us would have seen the landmark American Graffiti
films or maybe the cult movie Dazed and Confused. Much in the same spirit, here are some amazing photos taken by photographer
Rick McCloskey back in Los Angles, late 1972! Time warp. It’s so cool to see such vivid photos from back then, and how cars were
modified. It’s also cool to see that cars have been bringing people together for a LONG time.
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driven not hidden
coffee n chrome

morphettvIlle racecourse - sunday may 26, 2o19

DOMESTIC &
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http://www.metrowaste.com.au
– Luke
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the hills are alive
bay to bIrdwood

sa great

– Lesley
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driven around the bend

the magnum

the bend motorsport park

overvIew

sunday august 25, 2o19

a MIx of the wedge and LA

The CCCSA once again ventured up the freeway to celebrate the second big annual fixture for SA’s newest motorsport mecca, and
follow our own Danny Caiazza on his Aussie Muscle Car Run in raising some coin for the Leukaemia Foundation.

One of the very last RB Wedges, the high-output 440 (4-barrell/mild cam/dual exhausts) big-block V8, was actually originally marketed
as the “Magnum” engine for a range of Dodges in 1972. Soon after that, the Wedge was then superceded by the LA when it came
along – and established itself (including here in Oz) to rule alongside the Hemi for the next few decades.

The V8 Supercar carnival grand opening was on Thursday night, with
the township of Tailem Bend coming alive with the Super Street Party.
Race goers where filled with adrenaline for what was to come over the next
few days.
Friday was the first official day the cars hit the circuit and a practice day for
all the categories. The Aussie Racing Cars, Kumho Super3 Series, Historic
Touring Cars and Radical Australia Cup where the first the hold qualifying
sessions. Drifting SA held a special drifting event for V8 Supercar ticket holders
on the Friday night. The legendary Supercar driver Shane Van Gisbergen
stepped into the new look turbo charged V8 Holden Monaro of Alan Siddells
from Two Wells for some sideways action and delighted spectators at lunch
time. The twenty four entrants took to the track for smoking tyre action under
lights. South Australia’s Dale Campaign first, Jake Jones second and third a
Victorian competitor Chris Dejager.
Racing started early on Saturday with the Classic Historic race cars where first
out. In the Aussie Race Car series car #88 Ollie Shannon from New South
Wales was lucky to gain a last minute deal with the discipline. Ollie’s dreams
were crushed when his Camaro burst into spectacular flames, but luckily the
fire was quickly contained and Ollie was safe. The day was full of action from
all categories. In the Porsche Carrera Cup all three wins over both days went
to #777 Jordan Love. The Western Australian young gun certainly was the
one to watch. Cooper Murray took his first ever Payce Cup win in Oz before
his 18th birthday. The Victorian teenager lapped beneath the existing qualifying
record at the 4.9km circuit to take his #36 Lodge Brothers / McElrea Racing
entry to the top of the charts in practice. A soaring 1m51.074s lap placing him
the fastest across the two sessions.
The 2018 Aussie Racing Cars champion #1, SA’s Joel Heinrich took the round
win. Tough racing with Justin Ruggier winning pole on Friday afternoon, and
a win in the last race on Sunday, Kel Treseder also took a win with Heinrich
winning the other two races. Joel had to fight to come out on top in his home state,
but he stayed on top of his game and did it to be awarded the outright winner.
The Radical Australia Cup is a spectacular series starring the Radical SR3
sportscar. Brenton Griguol represented South Australia in his third outing in
the 2019 series. But unfortunately he just couldn’t keep the cup in South Oz and
its now heading over to New Zealand with # 81 Chris Webke Perini.

Matt Hall performed some spectacular aerobatic displays above the circuit in
his Red Bull Racing plane. The Motor Trades Association, presented Nigel
Benson in his 1700 horsepower wheelstanding ute; the “Aussie Bandit” who
also performed a drag display during the lunch break. The entertainment flowed
over into the evening with The Bend rocking on Saturday Night to the sounds
of Back in Black – an AC/DC tribute band.
There was something for everyone!
As the sun rose each morning so did Aussie Muscle Car entrants Danny
Caiazza and Neville Phillips with the support of the Horse Power Crew.
Eighty keen street club cars owners (from SMASA and the CCCSA) headed
out for two hot laps of the Bend circuit, raising $5500 for the Leukaemia
Foundation. Well done everyone in South Australia.
But the V8 Supercars are what the crowds come to see, and the racing at
the Bend was fast and furious again. Twenty six skilled drivers fought to keep
their Supercars off the sand. Mark Winterbottom took a big hit on turn one
and slid meters into the grassy infield. Frosty didn’t recover well from the hit,
saying “it was a long race.” Scott McLaughlin, in his Ford Mustang equalled
Craig Lowndes with 16 race wins and dominated at the OTR Super Sprint. #2
Holden Scott Pye now believes that Mobil 1 Mega Racing needs a complete
rethink in the architecture of its cars after finishing no higher than 15th over the
whole weekend. Pye was 21st and 20th in the respective Armor All Qualifying
sessions at the OTR SuperSprint, and went on to finish 15th in Race 21 and
16th in Race 22. The introduction of the Ford Mustang has definitely made an
impact on V8 racing in Australia.
The Bend Motorsport Park was to host the opening round of the PIRTEK
Enduro Cup in 2020.The past two years at the Bend have been a SuperSprint,
but the event was to switch to a 500km format in the next season this year. It
will mark the return of a 500km, two-driver race, ahead of the Supercheap Auto
Bathurst 1000 in October. The Bend owner Dr Sam Shahin had confirmed the
circuit would host the Enduro Cup before Sundays race.
But now with the pandemic, unfortunately everything is up in the air.
But, stay positive – and stay tuned.

– Lesley

In 1992, Chrysler introduced the first of a series of upgraded versions of the stalwart LA motor. They had taken some of the
successful aspects of the previous Wedge and combined them with the proven existing LA formula. The company named the
resulting new ‘hybrid’ engine as the “Magnum” – a well-worn marketing term that had also been used by the company previously to
describe a particular model of Dodge passenger car.
The Chrysler Magnum engine is now one of the most successful recent motors – a series of V6, V8, and V10 powerplants used in a
number of Chrysler vehicles, as well as in marine and industrial applications. This family of petrol engine lasted for over a decade,
were installed in vehicles sold across the globe, and were produced in the millions. And they are still favourites in a crate.
The classic 273,
the original LA

PREFACE
The LA engines are a family of pushrod OHV 90° V-configured
gasoline engines built by Chrysler Corporation. It was factoryinstalled in passenger vehicles, trucks and vans, commercial
vehicles, marine and industrial applications from 1964 through 2003.
The combustion chambers are wedge-shaped, rather than the
polyspherical combustion chambers in the predecessor A engine
known as the Poly, or the hemispherical combustion chambers in
the Hemi.
All versions are made of cast iron, except for the Viper V10 which
is aluminum. LA engines have the same 4.46 in (113 mm) bore
spacing as the A engines. LA engines were made at Chrysler’s
Mound Road Engine plant in Detroit, Michigan, as well as plants in
Canada and Mexico.
The “LA” stands for “Light A”, as the older “A” engine it was closely
based on was nearly 50 pounds heavier.

The basic design of the LA engine would go unchanged through the development of the “Magnum” upgrade (1992-1993) and into the 2000s with changes
to enhance power and efficiency, the LA engines were durable designs with high power capacity – the Chrysler’s mainstay V8 for decades — and its only
V8 for many years, as well. And of course we all know that the Valiant here in Oz often came with an LA (the 318, 340 and 360) too.
The first “LA” engine, the 273, appeared in the 1964 US cars; and the basic design (now called the Magnum) was last used in the 2017 Viper. A V-10.
The LA was based on the company’s first low-cost V8s, the A series; but engineers needed to cut the weight, cost, and size of the engines, which dictated
wedge heads with in-line valves. Spark plugs were moved up, closer to the center of the combustion chamber, so they were above the exhaust manifold and
easier to access than in the A and B engines.
The Wedge heads (first used by Chrysler on the B
engines) were far smaller and lighter than the old
Hemi and Poly.
318s with the poly heads are still often called “wide
blocks” though the block itself is about the same size
as that of the LA 318.
A new coring process at Chrysler’s block foundry in
Indianapolis allowed for thinner walls in the block,
shedding fifty pounds and justifying the code LA
(“Lightweight A”). The A-engine tappet bore machining
was preserved to cut tooling expenses; the stroke was
kept for most of the LA engines, too. In the end, it was
far cheaper and faster to build than older Chrysler
V8s, but no less durable — and, more efficient than
the pricey polyspherical-head engines had been.
THE MAGNUM
The Magnum 5.2L, released in 1992, was an
evolutionary development of the 318ci (5.2L) ‘LA’
engine with the same displacement.
Blueprint for the 1994 Ram’s 318.
You can see the roots of such a Magnum in the previous LA.
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The 5.2L was the first of the Magnum upgraded
engines, followed in 1993 by the 5.9L V8 and
the 3.9L V6.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The Magnum engine is a direct descendant of
the Chrysler LA engine, which began with the
273ci (4.5L) V8 in 1964.
While the Magnum 3.9, Magnum 5.2,
and Magnum 5.9 (1992-up) engines were
significantly based on the 239, the 318, and the
360 – respectively – many of the parts will not
directly interchange. And the Magnums are not
technically LA engines; the only major parts that
are actually unchanged are the connecting rods.
The cylinder block remained basically the same.
It was still a V-shaped, 90-degree design made
of cast iron. The crankshaft, located to the bottom
of the block by five main bearing caps, was cast
nodular iron, and the eight connecting rods were
forged steel. The pistons were cast aluminum,
with a hypereutectic design. Cylinders were
numbered from the front of the engine to the
rear; cylinders 1, 3, 5 and 7 were found on the
left (driver side) bank, or “bank 1”, with the even
numbers on the other bank.
Coolant passages were located between the
cylinders. The gerotor-type oil pump was located
at the bottom rear of the engine, and provided
oil to both the crankshaft main bearings and the
cylinder heads (via the lifters and pushrods, as
opposed to a drilled passage on LA engines).
Chrysler’s engineers also redesigned the oil
seals on the crankshaft to improve anti-leak
seal performance.The oil pan was also made
from thicker steel, and was installed with a more
leak-resistant silicone-rubber gasket.
Petrol was supplied to the intake manifold through
a pair of steel rails that fed eight Bosch-type,
top-fed, electronically actuated fuel injectors;
there was one injector located in each intake
runner. Each cylinder had its own injector, thus
making the fuel system a “multi-point” type. Fuel
pressure was regulated by a vacuum-controlled
pressure regulator, located on the return side of
the second fuel rail. Excess fuel was thereafter
delivered back to the fuel tank. (Later versions
had the regulator and filter mounted at the intank pump).
To support the new fuel system, the intake
manifold was of a new design. Known colloquially
as the “beer keg” or “kegger” manifold, the
part was shaped like half of a beer barrel lying
longitudinally atop the center of the V-shaped
engine block. The intake runners, which
supplied the fuel and air to each cylinder, fed
each of the intake ports in the newly designed
cylinder heads. The bolts that secured the intake
manifold to the cylinder heads were installed
at a different angle than those on the older LA
engine; they threaded in vertically, rather than at
the 45-degree angle of the 1966-up LA.
Air was provided from the air filter intake to the
intake manifold by a Holley-designed, aluminum,
twin-venturi, mechanically actuated throttle
body, which was bolted atop the intake manifold.
Each venturi was progressively bored and had a
diameter of 50mm. To this unit were mounted the
Throttle Position Sensor (TPS), Manifold Absolute
Pressure (MAP) sensor and Idle Air Control (IAC)
valve (initially referred to as the “AIS Motor”).
A steel cable connected the accelerator pedal
inside the vehicle to a mechanical linkage at the
side of the throttle body, which acted to open
the air intake butterfly valves inside the venturis.
During idle these butterfly valves were closed,
so a bypass port and the IAC valve were used to
control the intake of air.
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The cylinder heads were another fundamental
change of the Magnum engine, being designed
to meet stricter requirements in both power
and emissions by increasing efficiency.
These heads were cast iron units with new
wedge-shaped combustion chambers and
high-swirl valve shrouding.
Combustion chamber design was most important
in these new heads: LA engine cylinder heads
were given a full-relief open-chamber design,
but the Magnum was engineered with a doublequench closed-chamber type. The higher-flowing
intake ports stepped up intake flow dramatically
in comparison to the original LA heads, and the
exhaust ports improved cylinder evacuation as well.
The shape and porting of the chambers allowed
for more complete atomization of the air/fuel
mixture, as well as contributing to more complete
combustion; these virtues allowed for much greater
efficiency of the engine as a whole.
The intake and exhaust valves were located at
the top of each combustion chamber. The valves
themselves had shorter, 5/16” diameter stems,
to allow for the more aggressive camshaft.
Intake valves had a port diameter of 1.92”, while
exhaust valves were 1.65” with 60cc combustion
chambers. Spark plugs were located at the peak
of the combustion chambers’ wedge, between
the exhaust ports; press-in heat shields protected
them from the heat of the exhaust manifolds.
Cast iron exhaust manifolds, less restrictive than
units found on previous engines, were bolted to
the outboard side of each head. The new cylinder
heads also featured stud-mounted rocker arms,
a change from the shaft-mounted LA arms.
This last change was due to the different oiling
system of the new engine, as described in
the next paragraph. The valve covers on the
Magnum have 10 bolts rather than the previous
5, for improved oil sealing. In addition, the valve
covers were made of thicker steel than earlier
parts, and were installed with a silicone gasket.
The valvetrain was also updated, although it
was still based on a single, center-block-located
camshaft pushing on hydraulic lifters and
pushrods, one for each rocker arm. However,
the cast nodular iron camshaft was of the “roller”
type, with each lobe acting upon a hydraulic lifter
with a roller bearing on the bottom; this made
for a quieter, cooler-running valvetrain, but also
allowed for a more aggressive valve lift. Each
of the lifters acted upon a steel pushrod, which
were of the “oil-through” type.
This was another change for the Magnum.
Because the new pushrods also served to
provide oil to the top of the cylinder head, the
rockers were changed to the AMC-style, screwmounted, bridged half-shaft type. The new
rockers also had a higher ratio: 1.6:1 compared
to 1.5:1 in the LA engine, which increased
leverage on the valves.
In addition, the oil boss located at the end of the
cylinder head on the LA engine was left undrilled,
as it was no longer needed. However, the boss
itself was left in place, perhaps to cut down on
casting and machining costs, and to allow the use
of earlier LA heads.
Engine timing was controlled by the all-steel,
silent Morse timing chain (some early production
engines had double-row roller timing sets),
which was located beneath the aluminum timing
cover at the front of the engine block. The timing
chain sprockets, one each for the camshaft and
crankshaft, were all-steel; for the last few years

the LA engine came with nylon teeth on the
sprockets. At the rear of the camshaft was cut a
set of helical gear teeth, these being used to spin
the distributor. Mounted to the front of the timing
cover was a new-design counter-clockwiserotation water pump, with much improved flow.
Externally, the accessory drive belt was changed
to a serpentine system; coupled with an automatic
belt tensioner this increased belt life, reduced
maintenance and contributed to lower noise and
vibration levels.
The ignition system was also all-new for the
Magnum. Controlled by a new micro-processorequipped Single-Board Engine Controller (SBEC,
also known as the ECM, or Engine Control
Module), the ignition system included a distributor
mounted at the rear of the engine. A 36,000-volt
ignition coil, usually located at the front right of the
engine, provided electrical power to the center of
the distributor cap, where a spinning rotor directed
the power to each of the individual cylinders’ spark
plug wires. Ignition dwell, advance and retardation
were electronically controlled by the SBEC.
The SBEC controlled the ignition, as well as the
opening and closing of the fuel injectors. During
cold startup, wide-open throttle and deceleration,
it did this based on “open-loop”, pre-programmed
operating parameters. During normal idle and
cruising, it began “closed-loop” operation, during
which the module acted based upon inputs from
a variety of sensors. The basic sensors that
provided input to the SBEC included the Oxygen
sensor (O2), Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP)
sensor, Throttle Position Sensor (TPS), Intake
Air Temperature (IAT) sensor and Coolant
Temperature sensor (CTS). The basic actuators
controlled by the SBEC’s outputs included the
fuel injectors, ignition coil and pickup, and the
Idle Air Control (IAC) valve. The latter controlled
idle characteristics. However, the SBEC also
controlled the operation of the charging system, air
conditioning system, cruise control and, in some
vehicles, transmission shifting. By centralizing
control of these systems, the operation of the
vehicle was simplified and streamlined.
Emissions output was controlled by several
systems. The EGR, or Exhaust Gas Recirculation
system, brought exhaust gas from the
exhaust stream up to the intake manifold,
lowering peak combustion temperatures, the
goal being the reduction of NOX emissions.
A PCV, or Positive Crankcase Ventilation system,
introduced oil vapor and unburnt fuel vapors from
the crankcase to the intake, allowing the engine
to re-use these as well. Furthermore, gasoline
vapors that would normally be released into the
atmosphere were captured by the EVAP system,
to then be introduced into the engine.
In 1996, the OBD-II on-board diagnostics
system was introduced on all passenger
vehicles in the United States, as per United
States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) regulation.
As such, a new engine control computer was
developed for vehicles powered by Magnum
engines, known as the JTEC.
The new Powertrain Control Module was
more complex and more intelligent, and added
programming meant it could also control automatic
transmission and other powertrain functions; its
firmware could also be reprogrammed (“reflashed”)
via the same OBD-II port.
With the introduction of the JTEC, the EGR system
was dropped from Magnum engines.
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Magnum 3.9L V6
As the 5.2 L V8 was introduced in 1992, the often-forgotten V6 version of the Magnum engine became available in the Ram pickup and the more
compact Dodge Dakota. Based on the LA-series 239 cu in (3.9 L) V6, the 3.9 L featured the same changes and upgrades as the other Magnum
engines.
The Magnum V6 - Creating a new engine from an old one
3.9 litre V6
for the 1987 Dodge

The 3.9 V6 was a close relative of the 318 V8, even keeping the
bore and stroke, created because the upcoming Dakota needed
a V6 engine.
Creating a new V6 would have taken too much time and money.
The 3.9 was used in the Dakota (base motor), Ram 1500 (base
motor), and Ram 1500 van (optional; a 318 V8 was standard).
Launched in 1986 (for the 1987 Dakota), the engine was a
stopgap, but it was good enough to last 13 years.
It was finally replaced in the 2001 trucks, ironically by a 3.7 litre
version of the 4.7L “Next Generation” V8 engine. (Also ironically,
a closely related engine — the 360 V8 — had two cylinders
added to make a V10 for trucks and Vipers.). Starting in the
2004 model year it was entirely withdrawn from production and
replaced with the 3.7 L PowerTech V6 engine

Willem Weertman, the head engine designer, said, “They wanted to have an upgrade power plant from the 4-cylinder; the V-6 was designed as a way of
furnishing a V-6 for the least possible tooling costs. Because of capital investment, we didn’t want to get into a whole new engine. We just wanted see what
we could do with what we had and that caused us to look at the V-6 version of the Mound Road Engine. That was the way it was done.”
“The engine had to be shorter than the V-8 to fit into the compartment. It was only in later years that enough space was found in order to be able to put
the V-8 into place. ... We had a challenge on the V-6 because the crank-pins had to be split in order to get away from the very unequal firing if we had only
3 crankpins, each crankpin having two of the connecting rods as is V-8 practice. The reason is that the engine would be rather badly out of balance and
would have not been acceptable even in a truck engine. So we had to do some redesigning of the bottom end in order to split the crank pins and make the
firing order a little more uniform and it seemed to have worked out ok.”

5.2

Magnum 5.2L V8
The Magnum 5.2L, released in 1992, was an evolutionary
development of the 318ci (5.2L) ‘LA’ engine with the same
displacement. The 5.2L was the first of the Magnum upgraded
engines, followed in 1993 by the 5.9L V8 and the 3.9L V6.
At the time of its introduction, the 5.2L Magnum created 230hp
(172kW) at 4,100rpm and 295lb.ft (400N.m) at 3,000rpm. Production
of this engine lasted until 2003, when it was completely replaced by
the newer 4.7L PowerTech SOHC V8.
Magnum Engines (318/5.2, 360/5.9, 3.9 V6)
Chrysler engineer Chris Theodore said:
“[After Chrysler bought AMC,] they tried to merge the two
cultures, and so I was in charge of Jeep and Truck Powertrain.
The first thing we started on were the Magnum engines, since
the old 318 and 360 were still carbureted, and hadn’t been
improved in ages.”
“... Then they wanted to integrate the two groups, so they
picked five guys from the Chrysler side and five guys from the
AMC side, and moved me to Highland Park and some of the
Chrysler Highland Park guys to the Plymouth Road facility. We
were all kind of like fish out of water.”

The new engines came out on the 1993 Dodge Ram, Dodge Dakota, and vans.
The main differences were in the high-swirl/high-flow heats, the better intake, and a
sequential multiple-port fuel injection system which placed the injectors in the intake
manifold, near the heads. This was controlled by a single-board computer, and fed
by a returnless fuel supply with a higher-powered pump (aiming at a 90 psi fuel
pressure). As with other Chrysler systems, the computer used signals from MAP
(manifold pressure) sensor rather than a MAF (mass air-flow) sensor, calculating as
needed. The Hall Effect crankshaft position sensor remained.

5.9L Magnum V8
In 1993, Chrysler Corporation released the next member of the Magnum family: the 5.9L V8.
This was based on the LA-series 360ci (5.9L) engine, and included the same upgrades and
design features as the 5.2 L. The standard 5.9L created 230hp (172kW) at 4,000rpm and 330lb.
ft (447 N.m) at 3,250rpm. It was upgraded in 1998 to 245hp (183kW) at 4,000rpm and 335lb.ft
(454N.m) at 3,250rpm. However, Chrysler came out with the performance-oriented R/T version
in 1998. This engine was rated for 245hp (183kW) and 345lb.ft (468N.m). The 5.9L R/T came
factory-installed in 1998-2001 Dodge Dakota R/T pickups and Dodge Durango R/T SUVs. It was
also installed in the Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 5.9, only available in 1998. The 5.9 L Magnum
was available until the 2003 model year, when it was replaced by the 5.7L Hemi V8.
Although the pre-Magnum (‘71-’92) and Magnum versions of the 360ci (5.9L) are both externally
balanced, the two are balanced differently (the 360 Magnum uses lighter pistons) and each
requires a uniquely balanced damper, flywheel, drive plate, or torque converter. Bore and stroke
size was 4 in × 3.58in (101.6mm × 90.9mm); compression ratio was 9.1:1.
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8.0L Magnum V10
As the design for the 5.2 L Magnum V8 was coming together in 1988, consideration was given to the design of a larger V10 iteration, mainly intended
for us in Dodge Ram 2500 and 3500 pickups. This was to be Chrysler’s first 10-cylinder engine, and can best be understood as a 5.9L V8 with two
cylinders added. This 488ci (8.0L) engine was based on a cast iron block, and was rated for 310hp (231kW) at 4,100rpm and 450lb.ft (610N.m) at
2,400rpm. Bore and stroke was 4in × 3.88in (101.6mm × 98.6mm); compression ratio was 8.4:1; firing order was 1-10-9-4-3-6-5-8-7-2. Valve covers
were die cast magnesium (AZ91D alloy), rather than stamped steel; this lowered noise levels and made for better gasket sealing.
The 8.0 L Magnum V10 first became available in the 1994 model year Dodge Ram 2500 and 3500 pickups, and it was the most powerful
gasoline-burning engine then available in any passenger pickup truck. The engine lasted through the 2003 model year, after which it was discontinued.

MAGNUMS TODAY
Chrysler offers a line of crate engines based on the Magnum designed to bolt into older muscle cars and street rods with little modification. Some of the
changes to facilitate this were using a 1970-93 water pump so that older pulleys and brackets could be used, as well as an intake manifold that uses a
carburetor instead of electronic fuel injection. With a high lift cam and single plane intake, the crate Magnum 360ci (5.9L) was rated at 380hp (283kW)
with the Magnum heads. Later models equipped with ‘R/T’ or aluminum cylinder heads produced 390hp (291kW). A 425hp (317kW) bolt-in fuel injection
conversion kit is also available.
Identifying a Magnum engine
The easiest way to differentiate a bare Magnum block from an LA is by checking for the presence of the two crankshaft position sensor mounting bosses on
the right rear top of the block, just to the rear of the cylinder head deck surface. Bosses = Magnum.
All Magnum engines were stamped with a unique engine ID number. This was located on a flat impression on the cylinder block’s right side, near the oil pan
gasket surface. From 1992 to 1998, the ID was 19 digits long. An example would be: 4M5.2LT042312345678. The ‘4’ is the last digit of the model year of
the engine. This example is a 1994. The ‘M’ stands for Mound Road, the plant where the engine was assembled. Other characters found here would be ‘S’
for Saltillo, ‘T’ for Trenton and ‘K’ for Toluca. ‘5.2L’ has an obvious meaning here: the displacement of the engine in litres. The seventh character, here a ‘T’,
was the usage of the engine. ‘T’ translates to truck usage. ‘0423’ would mean the engine was produced on April 23. The final eight digits, here shown as
12345678 are the serial number of the engine.
From 1998 to 2003, the engine ID was shortened to only 13 characters. It differed in that engine displacement was given in cubic inches rather than in litres,
the usage character was dropped and the serial number was four instead of eight digits long.
To add some confusion, not only was the name Magnum used on Dodge passenger car hi-po engines from 1967 through to the1970s, and vehicle lines in
the late 1970s and 2000s, it was also applied to the 5.7L Hemi V8 in pickup trucks (2003+). Aaargh!
The Magnum engine was introduced in the 1992 5.2L V8 and 3.9L V6. The 5.9L Magnum V8 followed in 1993 and the 8.0L V10 followed in 1994. Magnum
engines are V-type lightweight, single camshaft, overhead valve engines with hydraulic roller tappets. They are designed for unleaded fuel only.
The Magnum series is a fairly major design change of the LA engine. The heads are totally different from the old LA since they use individual rocker studs like
a Chevy, instead of a single rocker shaft. There are also several gasket changes to improve engine sealing. Gary Howell wrote that “The Magnum blocks
are physically the same as the earlier LA engines, except the oil passage for the shaft mounted rockers is not drilled, because the Magnum engines oil
through the push rods. The boss is there if you need to use the old style heads.”
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viking tells
rave
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DIY R/T

sema 2O19

balI custom ImprovIsatIon

wIth kokonUt Kustoms and SP Tools nordIc

a 2-door sedan ?

Well, it’s a long way from Finland – and even further from Gawler, but last year, another SEMA under the belt. I’m not sure how they
do it every year, but they do...

We all know exactly how rare and valuable a Valiant Charger is. And we know all too well how hard they are to find nowadays... even
here in Oz where they were made – let alone fifty years later far away in southeast Asia!

Of course I was officially there once again on behalf of my shop in
Finland, Kokonut Kustoms and as the Scandanavian rep for SP Tools
– but this time I also took two Finns over with me. A photographer and
her boyfriend. I sponsor her, and she specialises in Drift photography.

Introducing the curious ride of an Indonesian fella, one Henry Simanjuntak. He made his own!

The show was packed with new cars, innovations and standouts. And if
you have followed my past reports, you’ll know I am not a big fan of those
radically lifted trucks – but yep, many of those there.
I had a personal attachment to one particular build. A hot rod that one
of my SEMA mates Greg Salzillo had a hand in building. (See below
– middle right). I reckon it should have been in the Top 10, and I don’t
understand how it missed out – but the owner and builder, and his entire
crew, did an outstanding job.
I’m always looking for what I can take back to Europe.

And in taking a closer look at what was new, I ran into another Aussie –
who made history (six Global Media Awards) with his amazingly simple
adjustable extinguisher bracket called “The Bracketeer”. Simon Wehr,
originally from the Barossa, but now living in San Clemente, California. I
also met up with the legend Gene Winfield, who I have spent time with
in Finland at shows too.
SEMA Ignited – the show that is right at the end of the event, had the
parade route changed at the last second so unfortunately many missed
seeing it. All of the public were kept away from the parking area for most
of the time as they were filling it up with vehicles. By the time we got close
to them, many of the owners were already leaving as they had to load up
their showcars to head home.
Anyway, enjoy the photos. If SEMA 2020 is on, I’ll most likely be there!
– Zoran Kanti-Paul

Whatever you call this Charger reproduction, we think you’ll like it – even
if it does look a bit odd comparing it to a real Charger side by side. Maybe
pretend instead that it is a Charger, only with legroom in the back!
Does it look slightly too long? Not sure about the proportions between the
windscreen and rear quarter though? Yeah, it’s probably that tail – you
might not be too sure about it at first, but then the more you see these pics
the more it might grow on you!
When I first went to Bali a few years ago I was told about a guy who had
a business in Indonesia or Malaysia that would ship cars from Oz to Asia
and restore them – before shipping them back to Oz for sale. Basically,
as labour was a lot cheaper up there. In fact, there’s a crowd in Thailand
doing that with Mustangs, who make Eleanors and sell them to Aussies for
massive money.
There is also a very famous shop in Manila, in the Philippines, who do
restorations on cars from all around the world. They are particularly famous
for their work on revitalising old windowed Volkswagen Kombis – you’ll
find them on YouTube. They ship them in, restore them and then ship them
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back to the owners. As a matter of fact there are many Pebble Beach
winners amongst this shop’s work.
So, does this help you like this more that the real deal? Or not? Either
way, it is an awesome job. But it does inspire a lot of curious questions…
What engine is it? It may be an AMC engine, perhaps a Rambler 360 –
although we’re not really sure as they do swap in some weird stuff over
there. I have seen pics of an HQ Monaro with a Quad Cam V8 in it from
Malaysia. Does it have a Torqueflite trans? Is that Hemi Orange? This car
later featured in a Street Machine article about a V8 show held in Bali,
where the owner had actually found a 360 to R/T specs to put in it!
Whatever the story behind all this surrealism, the Indonesians have
amazing fabrication skills! They use what they have to build what they
want. This thing is kind of a chugger meeting a hippo, all from a humble
regulation sedan. But it’s a cracker effort.
Well, we say “good on ‘em!” Respect! They have to make-do in a third
world country. And at least it has that rear side glass gone.
– Dave H
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spring fling

cars for a cure

sunday november 1, 2o19
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all american heroes
e& b cruIse

saturday november 9, 2o19
Today was the first of the E and B Body Chrysler Platform Cruise, which incorporated the Dodge Scat Pack and the Plymouth Rapid
Transit System cars. A beautiful day for cruising up to Balhannah in the Adelaide Hills. A great range of cars – and those 70’s colours
really stood out today. Thanks to all those that attended today as I know there are a lot more in garages that hopefully will make the
next cruise.
– Damian

E and B Cruise
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valley of the dinosaurs

random access mopar
scatterlIngs

tanunda street party

saturday january 18

Another great night in Tanunda for the annual hot rod and custom street party. The usual suspects from clubs all across the
state, along with a sprinkling of new and interesting cars.
– Damian

Tanunda Street party
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sIr STIRlIng MOSS
Sir Stirling Craufurd Moss OBE, the archetypal British racer widely regarded as the greatest Formula 1 driver never to win the
world championship, has died at the age of 90. not far from Aileron, a little town about two hours out of Alice.
While in his day he was a rockstar – somewhat of a cross between
James Bond and Patrick Stewart – Stirling Moss had never been
a world champion, but he was cool – and still famous enough to give
his name to a lightweight, 478kW edition of the Mercedes-Benz SLR
McLaren in 2009.
Lesser known overeas was the 1971 Valiant VG Pacer Stirling Moss
Special. Non-Mopar people actually used to deny such a thing ever
existed – but it was achieved by adding option code A81 (the dress-up
package: Stirling Moss) to an otherwise standard Pacer.
A gimmick? Maybe. But only 100 VG Valiant hardtop Stirling Editions were
ever built so they have become quite covetable today. And don’t forget, it
was this model of VG that first introduced the new Hemi-branded six. So
they have great historic value. The dress-up pack included some unique
interior trim items and a special vinyl roof. Recently retired, in late 1970
Moss was paid to spruik Chrysler Australia’s new Hemi engine, though
there were no ‘Moss’ badges on the bodywork, even with the A81 option.
“For all the right reasons...” was CAL’s catchcry in TV commercials
starring Stirling, filmed down at the Midcoast beaches south of Adelaide
and on the track at Mallala. He later regualrly enjoyed coming back to
visit here. So there is quite a connection between this gentleman and
South Oz.
From the mid 1980s, Moss and wife Susie visited the Australian Grand
Prix and was a regular at his beloved Goodwood behind the wheel of old
GP or sportscars when well into his eighties, thrilling the crowd with his
driving and his charm when out of the car at the annual Festival of Speed
meeting. He did make a racing return in the 1970s with sporadic invitation
appearances in touring car races around the world, and here.
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Moss raced at Bathurst in 1976 in a Torana L34 with Jack Brabham. It was a
high-profile effort that came to nothing on the startline when the Torana
jammed in gear, didn’t move, and was rammed from behind. Several hours
later it appeared back on the track with Moss at the wheel, the crowd
offering huge applause. But after a handful of laps the Torana cried enough
and it was retired.
An inductee into the International Motorsports Hall of Fame, Moss died
in London on April 12, 2020 – at the age of 90, following a long illness.
Lewis Hamilton wrote in his obituary...
A teammate at Mercedes to Argentine five-time world champion Juan
Manuel Fangio, Sir Stirling Moss won 16 grands prix in the 1950s and
early 1960s, when the sport was at its deadliest and most daring. Four
times a championship runner-up, and also third overall on three occasions,
no other driver has won as many races without taking the title.
Sir Stirling was also the first Briton to win his home grand prix, beating
Fangio at Aintree in 1955, and his name became a byword for speed.
Motorists pulled over for showing too much haste could expect to be asked
by police: “Who do you think you are? Stirling Moss?”
Sir Stirling once revealed he had also been asked the same question by a
policeman, “but I couldn’t work out if he was taking the mick”.
Today we say goodbye to Sir Stirling Moss, the racing legend. I certainly
will miss our conversations. I am truly grateful to have had these special
moments with him. Sending my prayers and thoughts to his family.
May he rest in peace...
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fox on the run
runnIng on empty 197o DODGe

CHAllenger

It's back!
The Fox1 Challenger earned legendary status in the now-classic Hoonhead flick Running On Empty. Thirty-seven years later, the
Fox is still on the run...
WHEN it comes to Australian star cars, there’s
only a handful that made the same impact as
Fox’s 1970 Dodge Challenger from 1982’s iconic
flick Running On Empty.
The majority of movie cars are destroyed in the
process of becoming legends, or else parted out
and scrapped after filming, or, dare we suggest
it, restored to purist spec. It’s lucky – actually, it’s
a friggin’ miracle – that the FOX1 Challenger has
survived 37 years unscathed.
No need to scream spoiler alert; you should all
know it was actually a black VH Valiant sporting
silver frost wheels and cutaway B-pillars that blew
up when Fox committed harakiri after losing to
Mike at Kemps Creek in the movie – not the real
FOX1.
The gauges housed in the back of that wild bonnet
scoop were always a cool touch, and the radiused
rear guards (cut using purists’ tears) were
necessary to house the 15x10 Center Lines shod
with big meats. The amber lights spliced into the
rear lenses were for Australian compliance, back
when the Dodge was less than a decade old
As one-of-one builds for the movie, both the FOX1
Dodge and Rebel’s ’57 Chev were caned but still
treated relatively kindly. After all, substituting these
two cars wasn’t as simple as blowing some red

paint over a donor to recreate Mike’s XY Falcon
or the Gazzards’ EK, replacements of which could
be easily sought in 1982 from the local car yard
or newspaper classifieds. Once the final scenes
were shot, the Challenger and ’57 were in good
nick and sold off, which improved their chances
of survival. The Challenger has been treated
with kid gloves from the moment it entered the
public arena. Careful long-term owners have seen
this icon living all around our great country but
preserved in its movie guise.
Its instant legend status with local fans drew
heavily on its mystique as a US muscle car;
Challengers are still relatively thin on the ground
down under, but its selection for the movie was
more due to availability than any burning desire
for a specific model.
“When I joined the production crew as a young
mechanic, the Dodge was already part of the
fleet,” explains special effects man and Running
On Empty guru Steve Courtney of FX Illusions,
who got his break into the film industry after
brokering a deal to supply his mate’s chopped
’53 Chev for the flick; yep, Rammer’s Chev. “The
brief was to build a number of hero cars mixing
models of Australian and US origin. The Aussie
stuff was easily sourced, but the American stuff
was limited – this Challenger just happened to be

a Yankee car being advertised at the time, so was
snapped up and the rest is history. It is actually a
genuine Burnt Orange Metallic R/T 440 six-pack
car, matching numbers and all!”
The right-hook conversion had been completed
prior to purchase and it wasn’t long before the
transformation to wild street racer began. The
movie’s art director, Greg Brown, specified the
evil gloss-black paint and graphics, accentuated
by radiused rear guards, and clad with Center
Line Auto Drags, the mega bonnet scoop and
devil’s head mural.
Changing hands a few times through a few restos,
this weapon is currently in the care of Jason
Turner and Dominic d’Agostino over in Perth.
While they have carefully preserved it, they have
also updated a few things, sensitively – including
freshening the Challenger’s running gear. Future
plans include a suspension and brake upgrade.
Registration requirements meant the boys had
to fit rear tyres that fitted within the guards and
exhaust mods that bypassed the sidepipes, but
it will definitely clock up road miles for special
events or theme shows, and will keep Jason and
Dominic rolling along while they finish their current
projects – Jason has a custom 1970 ’Cuda in the
build with a 588-cube Hemi, while Dominic has a
VG Valiant ‘Super’ Pacer project on the go.

Extract from an article first published in the January 2019 issue of Street Machine, written by Simon Major.
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the lucky country
member profIle

LUcky KOKORInos
It’s funny the things you remember from your youth – some of those moments are life changing, even if only in small ways...
One of those moments for me was as an eleven year
old. My older cousin Vicky and I were on the way to
the shops in Goodwood one day, walking along Albert
Street. Arriving at the Goody Park (hoon turf), Vicky
stopped to talk to some of her high school friends and
that’s where I saw my first burnout. Once the smoke
stopped I remember thinking “how did he do that?”
And the car, a light blue AP5!
The bloke driving it came over to talk to my cousin.
I asked him “how did you make so much smoke
come out of your car?” He replied “Fuck’n brakey,
mate!” Well, that didn’t help me – but I remember the
noise, the smell, and the smoke. I loved it – and I still
remember it like it was yesterday.
My father had a series of Holdens when we were
young. My favourite was the EK and the EH, but in
1972 he bought a blue VE Regal 225. This would
be the car I learnt to drive in. My Uncle Peter then
followed suit with a VG Pacer, mustard in colour with
black stripes, floorshift, black bucket seats – and it was
fast; one of many Chryslers he had over the years.
That was the car that made me a Mopar man.
Uncle Pete loved to drive fast. So every time we had a
family outing – in fact, any chance I got – I would always
go in his Pacer. Whereas my old man always drove to
the speed limit – never had a parking fine, let alone a
speeding fine. And still true today after sixty years of
driving. I eventually bought my uncle’s Pacer – but sold it
years ago. However that wasn’t my first Mopar.
In my last year of high school, working in the family
shop since the age of twelve, dad bought me my
first car, as a reward – a 770 VJ 265 Charger. Wow!
Imagine this 1983! I’m seventeen, I see an ad a
customer had put up in the shop window, ‘Charger for
sale – $1000.’ They looked so cool and after seeing
the Hey Charger ads as a youngster, I wanted one!
But saving up wasn’t easy, especially at that age. So
I kept hastling dad to buy it, because it was a low K
one-owner auto, in great condition.
Anyway, one day I came home after school to see a
Charger parked in our driveway. Thinking it was one
of my uncle’s latest purchases, I walked down to our
shop nearby but Uncle Pete wasn’t there. I asked dad
how come his car is in our drive? He took out the keys,
threw them to me and said “it’s yours, but it’s not going
anywhere until the rego and insurance is done”.
Buzzing, I immedaitely went straight home; washed
it, vacuumed it and drove it straight down to my mate
Alex’s house – and we took it to soccer practice.
Everyone loved it, encouraging me to spin it up as we left
– so that was where I laid my first real burnout! Twenty
two metres long, thanks to 6-ply tyres. Boy, did I cop it
when I got home!
But dad’s always been a softy. I was quickly forgiven.
But the Mopar bug had well and truly bit me – and I
loved to drive it.
A couple of years later I converted it into a 4-speed,
rebuilding the motor and slapping on a set of triples.
That was the bees knees! Lighter than a V8 but just
as powerful – and I just loved the burrrrrr sound that
the Webers made when dropping back a gear or two,
and flooring it.
Y’know, I’ve still got that car, thirty seven years later?
It’s not all together at the moment, but don’t ask
because it’s not for sale!!!
I had never driven a manual before, so to learn –
before converting my beloved 770 to manual – I
bought a silver VH Pacer. It had dents all over but a
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265 with a 4-speed was all I needed. I bunny-hopped
all the way home, but soon had it under control after
about two weeks. As it was too far gone to restore, I
wrecked that as well. I kept the running gear though,
but that also was sold once prices started climbing.
I have bought a number of Chargers over the years;
most where write-offs from insurance companies for
wrecking, or just a cheap run-around. If only I had kept
them all!
The only one I really regret selling was a VJ 245
4-speed, limelight in colour. I transferred a six pack
into it and If you ever saw it with personalised plates
LUKY66 you were probably looking at my tail lights. I
drove it everywhere, raced it at the drags and went
through countless rear tyres going sideways all over
the place. I remember my girlfriend at the time telling
me when I did a second gearie, how it was ‘“cute”. I
quickly corrected her, “not cute – it’s tough!”

After a brief chat explaining to him how much of
a Valiant fan I was, I not only bought it at the right
price but got to sit in Clem’s racecar (coincidentally
I bought Clem Smith’s raceboard at the auction after
his passing, along with the sign as you entered the
track at Mallala). This VG drove like a brand new car,
even at 100mph – not a wobble, shake or shimmy.
Now this car had to be my everyday beast. Plenty of
power thanks to a rebuild. Stock all over, even the
drum brakes, all round they worked a treat. All I ever
had to do was put in electronic ignition – and that
was it. I decided to restore it and the quote actually
dropped in price after it was stripped down! The only
rust that required a small patch was under the lefthand
side back window, about as big as a twenty cent piece!
Anyone that has an old coupe with a vinyl top will know
all about this. The paint and interior has been done, but
it’s been slow going putting it together. Anyone wanting
to give me a hand can apply at any time!

That was followed by a blue VJ 265 which I had to
wreck after I discovered it was full of filler. I also then
scored a VK 360 sedan which I used for parts.

Well, as it goes, time gets away from us all – and both
my Charger 770 and the VG coupe lay ready to be put
back together.

Not long after, I saw an ad for a V8 VF for sale. Well
blow me over, when I went to see it, I found a 273 in
a VF coupe! WTF? That was my first coupe, but not
my last. I remember my sister driving it to the shops,
on her return she said “my God it was fast! Even at
60 we were overtaking everyone down Marion Road.”
Well I had to explain to her “If you were doing 60? The
speedo is in miles per hour – so you were probably
doing 100km per hour!”

So what do I do?

I think that was the last time I let her drive ANY of
my Vals.
Unfortunately it was way too rusty in the firewall and
the rear quarters to restore, as the old guy I bought it
from used it to tow a boat at the sea. So I had to pull it
apart. But, some great memories in that car.
Next on the list, I stumbled onto an S Series with a
registered 273. I had to buy it, even if it had an HQ
bumper on the rear. I sold that years later way too
cheap, but I was running out of room – again. It was
a great cruiser and the only 4-door car I ever really
loved to drive. To be honest I loved taking off and
blowing away all those suckers that thought it was a
225, probably scratching their heads as they saw the
bumper bar.
The next Valiant I owned was from a mate in Sydney,
a VG coupe in aqua blue with a semi restoration done
– but it had a 265 auto on the column. That would
become my daily driver for around eleven years. In all
that time I only replaced a starter motor and a water
pump, as well as a carby rebuild and replacing the
points with electronic ignition. This was the car I first
took my wife-to-be out in, and we had our first kiss in it.
Hey Stella, I love you still!
I reluctantly sold it, but only because I was out of room
and the firewall was very rusty.
Around four years before selling it, I found another VG
coupe in citreon gold. It was a one-owner, all original
at Clem Smith Motors. I only saw that car as I was
checking out at a Corolla my aunty had found there.
The VG was not even on the lot at the time as it had
only been traded the day before. It was out back ready
for cleaning and getting the onceover before going up
for sale. All I saw were the tail lights so I asked what’s
in the shed. Clem Smith’s son was there that day and I
recognised him after I had seen him racing an S series
at Mallala.

I was tempted by a VE ute with a 318. It was cheap but
needed a lot of work. The silly thing was I was actually
looking for an elusive American musclecar. Not just
any car either, but a 1966 Dodge Charger – and it had
to be a big block with a 4-speed. Meantime, the ute has
now been in primer for a few years but is completely
together, ready for paint. Big thanks to Paras my best
man for all the work he did on the body. If I had to sell
a car that would be it. All offers considered.
All that led me to no Mopar to drive for a number of
years, but I continued to constantly look at ‘66 Dodge
Chargers. Fortunately for me, I married not only a
beautiful girl but she loves old classic cars. And Stella
always encouraged me to buy a 66 Charger if I was to
ever find the right one. After looking at some several
times over in the US – all not worth it – I had almost
given up.
Fortunately I decided to go to the first All Chrysler Day
at the port, because there it was. A mostly unrestored,
a 1966 383 4-speed. It was love-at-first-drive and after
some negotiation it was mine. I love this car and my
gratitude has to go out to John Barbara for taking
such great care of this beauty. John had done most
of the hard work which included front disc brakes,
replacing the front end components and bushes, also
rear leaf sprig bushes and a new clutch. Thanks John.
My wife Stella loves going to events in the Dodge and
in the short time I’ve owned the car we have put a
few miles on it. Her favourite trip so far has been the
Bay to Birdwood in 2019 when we could still gather
in numbers!
Although my parents to this day don’t understand my
Mopar addiction, both my folks love the Dodge. So
a big thankyou for all the years of help on numerous
Valiants that I’ve had, to my dad Dimitrios, my mum
Joanna, Paras Deliyannis, Arthur Kyriakakis and
George Koulentianos. Also to my workmate Jeff
Pullford and my old boss Len at at Len Miller Motors
– for letting us work on our cars after hours there –and
thanks to Slav at ASAP Mechanical at Lonsdale.
Last but not least, I’d like to acknowledge the huge
pine tree out back of dad’s old place – because over
the years that tree was used as our hoist to pull
out and put in quite a few motors – with the branch
creaking every time!!!

– Lucky
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the lucky country
member profIle

LUcky KOKORInos
It’s funny the things you remember from your youth – some of those moments are life changing, even if only in small ways...
One of those moments for me was as an eleven year
old. My older cousin Vicky and I were on the way to
the shops in Goodwood one day, walking along Albert
Street. Arriving at the Goody Park (hoon turf), Vicky
stopped to talk to some of her high school friends and
that’s where I saw my first burnout. Once the smoke
stopped I remember thinking “how did he do that?”
And the car, a light blue AP5!
The bloke driving it came over to talk to my cousin.
I asked him “how did you make so much smoke
come out of your car?” He replied “Fuck’n brakey,
mate!” Well, that didn’t help me – but I remember the
noise, the smell, and the smoke. I loved it – and I still
remember it like it was yesterday.
My father had a series of Holdens when we were
young. My favourite was the EK and the EH, but in
1972 he bought a blue VE Regal 225. This would
be the car I learnt to drive in. My Uncle Peter then
followed suit with a VG Pacer, mustard in colour with
black stripes, floorshift, black bucket seats – and it was
fast; one of many Chryslers he had over the years.
That was the car that made me a Mopar man.
Uncle Pete loved to drive fast. So every time we had a
family outing – in fact, any chance I got – I would always
go in his Pacer. Whereas my old man always drove to
the speed limit – never had a parking fine, let alone a
speeding fine. And still true today after sixty years of
driving. I eventually bought my uncle’s Pacer – but sold it
years ago. However that wasn’t my first Mopar.
In my last year of high school, working in the family
shop since the age of twelve, dad bought me my
first car, as a reward – a 770 VJ 265 Charger. Wow!
Imagine this 1983! I’m seventeen, I see an ad a
customer had put up in the shop window, ‘Charger for
sale – $1000.’ They looked so cool and after seeing
the Hey Charger ads as a youngster, I wanted one!
But saving up wasn’t easy, especially at that age. So
I kept hastling dad to buy it, because it was a low K
one-owner auto, in great condition.
Anyway, one day I came home after school to see a
Charger parked in our driveway. Thinking it was one
of my uncle’s latest purchases, I walked down to our
shop nearby but Uncle Pete wasn’t there. I asked dad
how come his car is in our drive? He took out the keys,
threw them to me and said “it’s yours, but it’s not going
anywhere until the rego and insurance is done”.
Buzzing, I immedaitely went straight home; washed
it, vacuumed it and drove it straight down to my mate
Alex’s house – and we took it to soccer practice.
Everyone loved it, encouraging me to spin it up as we left
– so that was where I laid my first real burnout! Twenty
two metres long, thanks to 6-ply tyres. Boy, did I cop it
when I got home!
But dad’s always been a softy. I was quickly forgiven.
But the Mopar bug had well and truly bit me – and I
loved to drive it.
A couple of years later I converted it into a 4-speed,
rebuilding the motor and slapping on a set of triples.
That was the bees knees! Lighter than a V8 but just
as powerful – and I just loved the burrrrrr sound that
the Webers made when dropping back a gear or two,
and flooring it.
Y’know, I’ve still got that car, thirty seven years later?
It’s not all together at the moment, but don’t ask
because it’s not for sale!!!
I had never driven a manual before, so to learn –
before converting my beloved 770 to manual – I
bought a silver VH Pacer. It had dents all over but a
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265 with a 4-speed was all I needed. I bunny-hopped
all the way home, but soon had it under control after
about two weeks. As it was too far gone to restore, I
wrecked that as well. I kept the running gear though,
but that also was sold once prices started climbing.
I have bought a number of Chargers over the years;
most where write-offs from insurance companies for
wrecking, or just a cheap run-around. If only I had kept
them all!
The only one I really regret selling was a VJ 245
4-speed, limelight in colour. I transferred a six pack
into it and If you ever saw it with personalised plates
LUKY66 you were probably looking at my tail lights. I
drove it everywhere, raced it at the drags and went
through countless rear tyres going sideways all over
the place. I remember my girlfriend at the time telling
me when I did a second gearie, how it was ‘“cute”. I
quickly corrected her, “not cute – it’s tough!”

After a brief chat explaining to him how much of
a Valiant fan I was, I not only bought it at the right
price but got to sit in Clem’s racecar (coincidentally
I bought Clem Smith’s raceboard at the auction after
his passing, along with the sign as you entered the
track at Mallala). This VG drove like a brand new car,
even at 100mph – not a wobble, shake or shimmy.
Now this car had to be my everyday beast. Plenty of
power thanks to a rebuild. Stock all over, even the
drum brakes, all round they worked a treat. All I ever
had to do was put in electronic ignition – and that
was it. I decided to restore it and the quote actually
dropped in price after it was stripped down! The only
rust that required a small patch was under the lefthand
side back window, about as big as a twenty cent piece!
Anyone that has an old coupe with a vinyl top will know
all about this. The paint and interior has been done, but
it’s been slow going putting it together. Anyone wanting
to give me a hand can apply at any time!

That was followed by a blue VJ 265 which I had to
wreck after I discovered it was full of filler. I also then
scored a VK 360 sedan which I used for parts.

Well, as it goes, time gets away from us all – and both
my Charger 770 and the VG coupe lay ready to be put
back together.

Not long after, I saw an ad for a V8 VF for sale. Well
blow me over, when I went to see it, I found a 273 in
a VF coupe! WTF? That was my first coupe, but not
my last. I remember my sister driving it to the shops,
on her return she said “my God it was fast! Even at
60 we were overtaking everyone down Marion Road.”
Well I had to explain to her “If you were doing 60? The
speedo is in miles per hour – so you were probably
doing 100km per hour!”

So what do I do?

I think that was the last time I let her drive ANY of
my Vals.
Unfortunately it was way too rusty in the firewall and
the rear quarters to restore, as the old guy I bought it
from used it to tow a boat at the sea. So I had to pull it
apart. But, some great memories in that car.
Next on the list, I stumbled onto an S Series with a
registered 273. I had to buy it, even if it had an HQ
bumper on the rear. I sold that years later way too
cheap, but I was running out of room – again. It was
a great cruiser and the only 4-door car I ever really
loved to drive. To be honest I loved taking off and
blowing away all those suckers that thought it was a
225, probably scratching their heads as they saw the
bumper bar.
The next Valiant I owned was from a mate in Sydney,
a VG coupe in aqua blue with a semi restoration done
– but it had a 265 auto on the column. That would
become my daily driver for around eleven years. In all
that time I only replaced a starter motor and a water
pump, as well as a carby rebuild and replacing the
points with electronic ignition. This was the car I first
took my wife-to-be out in, and we had our first kiss in it.
Hey Stella, I love you still!
I reluctantly sold it, but only because I was out of room
and the firewall was very rusty.
Around four years before selling it, I found another VG
coupe in citreon gold. It was a one-owner, all original
at Clem Smith Motors. I only saw that car as I was
checking out at a Corolla my aunty had found there.
The VG was not even on the lot at the time as it had
only been traded the day before. It was out back ready
for cleaning and getting the onceover before going up
for sale. All I saw were the tail lights so I asked what’s
in the shed. Clem Smith’s son was there that day and I
recognised him after I had seen him racing an S series
at Mallala.

I was tempted by a VE ute with a 318. It was cheap but
needed a lot of work. The silly thing was I was actually
looking for an elusive American musclecar. Not just
any car either, but a 1966 Dodge Charger – and it had
to be a big block with a 4-speed. Meantime, the ute has
now been in primer for a few years but is completely
together, ready for paint. Big thanks to Paras my best
man for all the work he did on the body. If I had to sell
a car that would be it. All offers considered.
All that led me to no Mopar to drive for a number of
years, but I continued to constantly look at ‘66 Dodge
Chargers. Fortunately for me, I married not only a
beautiful girl but she loves old classic cars. And Stella
always encouraged me to buy a 66 Charger if I was to
ever find the right one. After looking at some several
times over in the US – all not worth it – I had almost
given up.
Fortunately I decided to go to the first All Chrysler Day
at the port, because there it was. A mostly unrestored,
a 1966 383 4-speed. It was love-at-first-drive and after
some negotiation it was mine. I love this car and my
gratitude has to go out to John Barbara for taking
such great care of this beauty. John had done most
of the hard work which included front disc brakes,
replacing the front end components and bushes, also
rear leaf sprig bushes and a new clutch. Thanks John.
My wife Stella loves going to events in the Dodge and
in the short time I’ve owned the car we have put a
few miles on it. Her favourite trip so far has been the
Bay to Birdwood in 2019 when we could still gather
in numbers!
Although my parents to this day don’t understand my
Mopar addiction, both my folks love the Dodge. So
a big thankyou for all the years of help on numerous
Valiants that I’ve had, to my dad Dimitrios, my mum
Joanna, Paras Deliyannis, Arthur Kyriakakis and
George Koulentianos. Also to my workmate Jeff
Pullford and my old boss Len at at Len Miller Motors
– for letting us work on our cars after hours there –and
thanks to Slav at ASAP Mechanical at Lonsdale.
Last but not least, I’d like to acknowledge the huge
pine tree out back of dad’s old place – because over
the years that tree was used as our hoist to pull
out and put in quite a few motors – with the branch
creaking every time!!!

– Lucky
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fox on the run
runnIng on empty 197o DODGe

CHAllenger

It's back!
The Fox1 Challenger earned legendary status in the now-classic Hoonhead flick Running On Empty. Thirty-seven years later, the
Fox is still on the run...
WHEN it comes to Australian star cars, there’s
only a handful that made the same impact as
Fox’s 1970 Dodge Challenger from 1982’s iconic
flick Running On Empty.
The majority of movie cars are destroyed in the
process of becoming legends, or else parted out
and scrapped after filming, or, dare we suggest
it, restored to purist spec. It’s lucky – actually, it’s
a friggin’ miracle – that the FOX1 Challenger has
survived 37 years unscathed.
No need to scream spoiler alert; you should all
know it was actually a black VH Valiant sporting
silver frost wheels and cutaway B-pillars that blew
up when Fox committed harakiri after losing to
Mike at Kemps Creek in the movie – not the real
FOX1.
The gauges housed in the back of that wild bonnet
scoop were always a cool touch, and the radiused
rear guards (cut using purists’ tears) were
necessary to house the 15x10 Center Lines shod
with big meats. The amber lights spliced into the
rear lenses were for Australian compliance, back
when the Dodge was less than a decade old
As one-of-one builds for the movie, both the FOX1
Dodge and Rebel’s ’57 Chev were caned but still
treated relatively kindly. After all, substituting these
two cars wasn’t as simple as blowing some red

paint over a donor to recreate Mike’s XY Falcon
or the Gazzards’ EK, replacements of which could
be easily sought in 1982 from the local car yard
or newspaper classifieds. Once the final scenes
were shot, the Challenger and ’57 were in good
nick and sold off, which improved their chances
of survival. The Challenger has been treated
with kid gloves from the moment it entered the
public arena. Careful long-term owners have seen
this icon living all around our great country but
preserved in its movie guise.
Its instant legend status with local fans drew
heavily on its mystique as a US muscle car;
Challengers are still relatively thin on the ground
down under, but its selection for the movie was
more due to availability than any burning desire
for a specific model.
“When I joined the production crew as a young
mechanic, the Dodge was already part of the
fleet,” explains special effects man and Running
On Empty guru Steve Courtney of FX Illusions,
who got his break into the film industry after
brokering a deal to supply his mate’s chopped
’53 Chev for the flick; yep, Rammer’s Chev. “The
brief was to build a number of hero cars mixing
models of Australian and US origin. The Aussie
stuff was easily sourced, but the American stuff
was limited – this Challenger just happened to be

a Yankee car being advertised at the time, so was
snapped up and the rest is history. It is actually a
genuine Burnt Orange Metallic R/T 440 six-pack
car, matching numbers and all!”
The right-hook conversion had been completed
prior to purchase and it wasn’t long before the
transformation to wild street racer began. The
movie’s art director, Greg Brown, specified the
evil gloss-black paint and graphics, accentuated
by radiused rear guards, and clad with Center
Line Auto Drags, the mega bonnet scoop and
devil’s head mural.
Changing hands a few times through a few restos,
this weapon is currently in the care of Jason
Turner and Dominic d’Agostino over in Perth.
While they have carefully preserved it, they have
also updated a few things, sensitively – including
freshening the Challenger’s running gear. Future
plans include a suspension and brake upgrade.
Registration requirements meant the boys had
to fit rear tyres that fitted within the guards and
exhaust mods that bypassed the sidepipes, but
it will definitely clock up road miles for special
events or theme shows, and will keep Jason and
Dominic rolling along while they finish their current
projects – Jason has a custom 1970 ’Cuda in the
build with a 588-cube Hemi, while Dominic has a
VG Valiant ‘Super’ Pacer project on the go.

Extract from an article first published in the January 2019 issue of Street Machine, written by Simon Major.
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sIr STIRlIng MOSS
Sir Stirling Craufurd Moss OBE, the archetypal British racer widely regarded as the greatest Formula 1 driver never to win the
world championship, has died at the age of 90. not far from Aileron, a little town about two hours out of Alice.
While in his day he was a rockstar – somewhat of a cross between
James Bond and Patrick Stewart – Stirling Moss had never been
a world champion, but he was cool – and still famous enough to give
his name to a lightweight, 478kW edition of the Mercedes-Benz SLR
McLaren in 2009.
Lesser known overeas was the 1971 Valiant VG Pacer Stirling Moss
Special. Non-Mopar people actually used to deny such a thing ever
existed – but it was achieved by adding option code A81 (the dress-up
package: Stirling Moss) to an otherwise standard Pacer.
A gimmick? Maybe. But only 100 VG Valiant hardtop Stirling Editions were
ever built so they have become quite covetable today. And don’t forget, it
was this model of VG that first introduced the new Hemi-branded six. So
they have great historic value. The dress-up pack included some unique
interior trim items and a special vinyl roof. Recently retired, in late 1970
Moss was paid to spruik Chrysler Australia’s new Hemi engine, though
there were no ‘Moss’ badges on the bodywork, even with the A81 option.
“For all the right reasons...” was CAL’s catchcry in TV commercials
starring Stirling, filmed down at the Midcoast beaches south of Adelaide
and on the track at Mallala. He later regualrly enjoyed coming back to
visit here. So there is quite a connection between this gentleman and
South Oz.
From the mid 1980s, Moss and wife Susie visited the Australian Grand
Prix and was a regular at his beloved Goodwood behind the wheel of old
GP or sportscars when well into his eighties, thrilling the crowd with his
driving and his charm when out of the car at the annual Festival of Speed
meeting. He did make a racing return in the 1970s with sporadic invitation
appearances in touring car races around the world, and here.
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Moss raced at Bathurst in 1976 in a Torana L34 with Jack Brabham. It was a
high-profile effort that came to nothing on the startline when the Torana
jammed in gear, didn’t move, and was rammed from behind. Several hours
later it appeared back on the track with Moss at the wheel, the crowd
offering huge applause. But after a handful of laps the Torana cried enough
and it was retired.
An inductee into the International Motorsports Hall of Fame, Moss died
in London on April 12, 2020 – at the age of 90, following a long illness.
Lewis Hamilton wrote in his obituary...
A teammate at Mercedes to Argentine five-time world champion Juan
Manuel Fangio, Sir Stirling Moss won 16 grands prix in the 1950s and
early 1960s, when the sport was at its deadliest and most daring. Four
times a championship runner-up, and also third overall on three occasions,
no other driver has won as many races without taking the title.
Sir Stirling was also the first Briton to win his home grand prix, beating
Fangio at Aintree in 1955, and his name became a byword for speed.
Motorists pulled over for showing too much haste could expect to be asked
by police: “Who do you think you are? Stirling Moss?”
Sir Stirling once revealed he had also been asked the same question by a
policeman, “but I couldn’t work out if he was taking the mick”.
Today we say goodbye to Sir Stirling Moss, the racing legend. I certainly
will miss our conversations. I am truly grateful to have had these special
moments with him. Sending my prayers and thoughts to his family.
May he rest in peace...
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valley of the dinosaurs

random access mopar
scatterlIngs

tanunda street party

saturday january 18

Another great night in Tanunda for the annual hot rod and custom street party. The usual suspects from clubs all across the
state, along with a sprinkling of new and interesting cars.
– Damian

Tanunda Street party
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all american heroes
e& b cruIse

saturday november 9, 2o19
Today was the first of the E and B Body Chrysler Platform Cruise, which incorporated the Dodge Scat Pack and the Plymouth Rapid
Transit System cars. A beautiful day for cruising up to Balhannah in the Adelaide Hills. A great range of cars – and those 70’s colours
really stood out today. Thanks to all those that attended today as I know there are a lot more in garages that hopefully will make the
next cruise.
– Damian

E and B Cruise
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viking tells
rave
jingle

DIY R/T

sema 2O19

balI custom ImprovIsatIon

wIth kokonUt Kustoms and SP Tools nordIc

a 2-door sedan ?

Well, it’s a long way from Finland – and even further from Gawler, but last year, another SEMA under the belt. I’m not sure how they
do it every year, but they do...

We all know exactly how rare and valuable a Valiant Charger is. And we know all too well how hard they are to find nowadays... even
here in Oz where they were made – let alone fifty years later far away in southeast Asia!

Of course I was officially there once again on behalf of my shop in
Finland, Kokonut Kustoms and as the Scandanavian rep for SP Tools
– but this time I also took two Finns over with me. A photographer and
her boyfriend. I sponsor her, and she specialises in Drift photography.

Introducing the curious ride of an Indonesian fella, one Henry Simanjuntak. He made his own!

The show was packed with new cars, innovations and standouts. And if
you have followed my past reports, you’ll know I am not a big fan of those
radically lifted trucks – but yep, many of those there.
I had a personal attachment to one particular build. A hot rod that one
of my SEMA mates Greg Salzillo had a hand in building. (See below
– middle right). I reckon it should have been in the Top 10, and I don’t
understand how it missed out – but the owner and builder, and his entire
crew, did an outstanding job.
I’m always looking for what I can take back to Europe.

And in taking a closer look at what was new, I ran into another Aussie –
who made history (six Global Media Awards) with his amazingly simple
adjustable extinguisher bracket called “The Bracketeer”. Simon Wehr,
originally from the Barossa, but now living in San Clemente, California. I
also met up with the legend Gene Winfield, who I have spent time with
in Finland at shows too.
SEMA Ignited – the show that is right at the end of the event, had the
parade route changed at the last second so unfortunately many missed
seeing it. All of the public were kept away from the parking area for most
of the time as they were filling it up with vehicles. By the time we got close
to them, many of the owners were already leaving as they had to load up
their showcars to head home.
Anyway, enjoy the photos. If SEMA 2020 is on, I’ll most likely be there!
– Zoran Kanti-Paul

Whatever you call this Charger reproduction, we think you’ll like it – even
if it does look a bit odd comparing it to a real Charger side by side. Maybe
pretend instead that it is a Charger, only with legroom in the back!
Does it look slightly too long? Not sure about the proportions between the
windscreen and rear quarter though? Yeah, it’s probably that tail – you
might not be too sure about it at first, but then the more you see these pics
the more it might grow on you!
When I first went to Bali a few years ago I was told about a guy who had
a business in Indonesia or Malaysia that would ship cars from Oz to Asia
and restore them – before shipping them back to Oz for sale. Basically,
as labour was a lot cheaper up there. In fact, there’s a crowd in Thailand
doing that with Mustangs, who make Eleanors and sell them to Aussies for
massive money.
There is also a very famous shop in Manila, in the Philippines, who do
restorations on cars from all around the world. They are particularly famous
for their work on revitalising old windowed Volkswagen Kombis – you’ll
find them on YouTube. They ship them in, restore them and then ship them
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back to the owners. As a matter of fact there are many Pebble Beach
winners amongst this shop’s work.
So, does this help you like this more that the real deal? Or not? Either
way, it is an awesome job. But it does inspire a lot of curious questions…
What engine is it? It may be an AMC engine, perhaps a Rambler 360 –
although we’re not really sure as they do swap in some weird stuff over
there. I have seen pics of an HQ Monaro with a Quad Cam V8 in it from
Malaysia. Does it have a Torqueflite trans? Is that Hemi Orange? This car
later featured in a Street Machine article about a V8 show held in Bali,
where the owner had actually found a 360 to R/T specs to put in it!
Whatever the story behind all this surrealism, the Indonesians have
amazing fabrication skills! They use what they have to build what they
want. This thing is kind of a chugger meeting a hippo, all from a humble
regulation sedan. But it’s a cracker effort.
Well, we say “good on ‘em!” Respect! They have to make-do in a third
world country. And at least it has that rear side glass gone.
– Dave H
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8.0L Magnum V10
As the design for the 5.2 L Magnum V8 was coming together in 1988, consideration was given to the design of a larger V10 iteration, mainly intended
for us in Dodge Ram 2500 and 3500 pickups. This was to be Chrysler’s first 10-cylinder engine, and can best be understood as a 5.9L V8 with two
cylinders added. This 488ci (8.0L) engine was based on a cast iron block, and was rated for 310hp (231kW) at 4,100rpm and 450lb.ft (610N.m) at
2,400rpm. Bore and stroke was 4in × 3.88in (101.6mm × 98.6mm); compression ratio was 8.4:1; firing order was 1-10-9-4-3-6-5-8-7-2. Valve covers
were die cast magnesium (AZ91D alloy), rather than stamped steel; this lowered noise levels and made for better gasket sealing.
The 8.0 L Magnum V10 first became available in the 1994 model year Dodge Ram 2500 and 3500 pickups, and it was the most powerful
gasoline-burning engine then available in any passenger pickup truck. The engine lasted through the 2003 model year, after which it was discontinued.

MAGNUMS TODAY
Chrysler offers a line of crate engines based on the Magnum designed to bolt into older muscle cars and street rods with little modification. Some of the
changes to facilitate this were using a 1970-93 water pump so that older pulleys and brackets could be used, as well as an intake manifold that uses a
carburetor instead of electronic fuel injection. With a high lift cam and single plane intake, the crate Magnum 360ci (5.9L) was rated at 380hp (283kW)
with the Magnum heads. Later models equipped with ‘R/T’ or aluminum cylinder heads produced 390hp (291kW). A 425hp (317kW) bolt-in fuel injection
conversion kit is also available.
Identifying a Magnum engine
The easiest way to differentiate a bare Magnum block from an LA is by checking for the presence of the two crankshaft position sensor mounting bosses on
the right rear top of the block, just to the rear of the cylinder head deck surface. Bosses = Magnum.
All Magnum engines were stamped with a unique engine ID number. This was located on a flat impression on the cylinder block’s right side, near the oil pan
gasket surface. From 1992 to 1998, the ID was 19 digits long. An example would be: 4M5.2LT042312345678. The ‘4’ is the last digit of the model year of
the engine. This example is a 1994. The ‘M’ stands for Mound Road, the plant where the engine was assembled. Other characters found here would be ‘S’
for Saltillo, ‘T’ for Trenton and ‘K’ for Toluca. ‘5.2L’ has an obvious meaning here: the displacement of the engine in litres. The seventh character, here a ‘T’,
was the usage of the engine. ‘T’ translates to truck usage. ‘0423’ would mean the engine was produced on April 23. The final eight digits, here shown as
12345678 are the serial number of the engine.
From 1998 to 2003, the engine ID was shortened to only 13 characters. It differed in that engine displacement was given in cubic inches rather than in litres,
the usage character was dropped and the serial number was four instead of eight digits long.
To add some confusion, not only was the name Magnum used on Dodge passenger car hi-po engines from 1967 through to the1970s, and vehicle lines in
the late 1970s and 2000s, it was also applied to the 5.7L Hemi V8 in pickup trucks (2003+). Aaargh!
The Magnum engine was introduced in the 1992 5.2L V8 and 3.9L V6. The 5.9L Magnum V8 followed in 1993 and the 8.0L V10 followed in 1994. Magnum
engines are V-type lightweight, single camshaft, overhead valve engines with hydraulic roller tappets. They are designed for unleaded fuel only.
The Magnum series is a fairly major design change of the LA engine. The heads are totally different from the old LA since they use individual rocker studs like
a Chevy, instead of a single rocker shaft. There are also several gasket changes to improve engine sealing. Gary Howell wrote that “The Magnum blocks
are physically the same as the earlier LA engines, except the oil passage for the shaft mounted rockers is not drilled, because the Magnum engines oil
through the push rods. The boss is there if you need to use the old style heads.”
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Magnum 3.9L V6
As the 5.2 L V8 was introduced in 1992, the often-forgotten V6 version of the Magnum engine became available in the Ram pickup and the more
compact Dodge Dakota. Based on the LA-series 239 cu in (3.9 L) V6, the 3.9 L featured the same changes and upgrades as the other Magnum
engines.
The Magnum V6 - Creating a new engine from an old one
3.9 litre V6
for the 1987 Dodge

The 3.9 V6 was a close relative of the 318 V8, even keeping the
bore and stroke, created because the upcoming Dakota needed
a V6 engine.
Creating a new V6 would have taken too much time and money.
The 3.9 was used in the Dakota (base motor), Ram 1500 (base
motor), and Ram 1500 van (optional; a 318 V8 was standard).
Launched in 1986 (for the 1987 Dakota), the engine was a
stopgap, but it was good enough to last 13 years.
It was finally replaced in the 2001 trucks, ironically by a 3.7 litre
version of the 4.7L “Next Generation” V8 engine. (Also ironically,
a closely related engine — the 360 V8 — had two cylinders
added to make a V10 for trucks and Vipers.). Starting in the
2004 model year it was entirely withdrawn from production and
replaced with the 3.7 L PowerTech V6 engine

Willem Weertman, the head engine designer, said, “They wanted to have an upgrade power plant from the 4-cylinder; the V-6 was designed as a way of
furnishing a V-6 for the least possible tooling costs. Because of capital investment, we didn’t want to get into a whole new engine. We just wanted see what
we could do with what we had and that caused us to look at the V-6 version of the Mound Road Engine. That was the way it was done.”
“The engine had to be shorter than the V-8 to fit into the compartment. It was only in later years that enough space was found in order to be able to put
the V-8 into place. ... We had a challenge on the V-6 because the crank-pins had to be split in order to get away from the very unequal firing if we had only
3 crankpins, each crankpin having two of the connecting rods as is V-8 practice. The reason is that the engine would be rather badly out of balance and
would have not been acceptable even in a truck engine. So we had to do some redesigning of the bottom end in order to split the crank pins and make the
firing order a little more uniform and it seemed to have worked out ok.”

5.2

Magnum 5.2L V8
The Magnum 5.2L, released in 1992, was an evolutionary
development of the 318ci (5.2L) ‘LA’ engine with the same
displacement. The 5.2L was the first of the Magnum upgraded
engines, followed in 1993 by the 5.9L V8 and the 3.9L V6.
At the time of its introduction, the 5.2L Magnum created 230hp
(172kW) at 4,100rpm and 295lb.ft (400N.m) at 3,000rpm. Production
of this engine lasted until 2003, when it was completely replaced by
the newer 4.7L PowerTech SOHC V8.
Magnum Engines (318/5.2, 360/5.9, 3.9 V6)
Chrysler engineer Chris Theodore said:
“[After Chrysler bought AMC,] they tried to merge the two
cultures, and so I was in charge of Jeep and Truck Powertrain.
The first thing we started on were the Magnum engines, since
the old 318 and 360 were still carbureted, and hadn’t been
improved in ages.”
“... Then they wanted to integrate the two groups, so they
picked five guys from the Chrysler side and five guys from the
AMC side, and moved me to Highland Park and some of the
Chrysler Highland Park guys to the Plymouth Road facility. We
were all kind of like fish out of water.”

The new engines came out on the 1993 Dodge Ram, Dodge Dakota, and vans.
The main differences were in the high-swirl/high-flow heats, the better intake, and a
sequential multiple-port fuel injection system which placed the injectors in the intake
manifold, near the heads. This was controlled by a single-board computer, and fed
by a returnless fuel supply with a higher-powered pump (aiming at a 90 psi fuel
pressure). As with other Chrysler systems, the computer used signals from MAP
(manifold pressure) sensor rather than a MAF (mass air-flow) sensor, calculating as
needed. The Hall Effect crankshaft position sensor remained.

5.9L Magnum V8
In 1993, Chrysler Corporation released the next member of the Magnum family: the 5.9L V8.
This was based on the LA-series 360ci (5.9L) engine, and included the same upgrades and
design features as the 5.2 L. The standard 5.9L created 230hp (172kW) at 4,000rpm and 330lb.
ft (447 N.m) at 3,250rpm. It was upgraded in 1998 to 245hp (183kW) at 4,000rpm and 335lb.ft
(454N.m) at 3,250rpm. However, Chrysler came out with the performance-oriented R/T version
in 1998. This engine was rated for 245hp (183kW) and 345lb.ft (468N.m). The 5.9L R/T came
factory-installed in 1998-2001 Dodge Dakota R/T pickups and Dodge Durango R/T SUVs. It was
also installed in the Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 5.9, only available in 1998. The 5.9 L Magnum
was available until the 2003 model year, when it was replaced by the 5.7L Hemi V8.
Although the pre-Magnum (‘71-’92) and Magnum versions of the 360ci (5.9L) are both externally
balanced, the two are balanced differently (the 360 Magnum uses lighter pistons) and each
requires a uniquely balanced damper, flywheel, drive plate, or torque converter. Bore and stroke
size was 4 in × 3.58in (101.6mm × 90.9mm); compression ratio was 9.1:1.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The Magnum engine is a direct descendant of
the Chrysler LA engine, which began with the
273ci (4.5L) V8 in 1964.
While the Magnum 3.9, Magnum 5.2,
and Magnum 5.9 (1992-up) engines were
significantly based on the 239, the 318, and the
360 – respectively – many of the parts will not
directly interchange. And the Magnums are not
technically LA engines; the only major parts that
are actually unchanged are the connecting rods.
The cylinder block remained basically the same.
It was still a V-shaped, 90-degree design made
of cast iron. The crankshaft, located to the bottom
of the block by five main bearing caps, was cast
nodular iron, and the eight connecting rods were
forged steel. The pistons were cast aluminum,
with a hypereutectic design. Cylinders were
numbered from the front of the engine to the
rear; cylinders 1, 3, 5 and 7 were found on the
left (driver side) bank, or “bank 1”, with the even
numbers on the other bank.
Coolant passages were located between the
cylinders. The gerotor-type oil pump was located
at the bottom rear of the engine, and provided
oil to both the crankshaft main bearings and the
cylinder heads (via the lifters and pushrods, as
opposed to a drilled passage on LA engines).
Chrysler’s engineers also redesigned the oil
seals on the crankshaft to improve anti-leak
seal performance.The oil pan was also made
from thicker steel, and was installed with a more
leak-resistant silicone-rubber gasket.
Petrol was supplied to the intake manifold through
a pair of steel rails that fed eight Bosch-type,
top-fed, electronically actuated fuel injectors;
there was one injector located in each intake
runner. Each cylinder had its own injector, thus
making the fuel system a “multi-point” type. Fuel
pressure was regulated by a vacuum-controlled
pressure regulator, located on the return side of
the second fuel rail. Excess fuel was thereafter
delivered back to the fuel tank. (Later versions
had the regulator and filter mounted at the intank pump).
To support the new fuel system, the intake
manifold was of a new design. Known colloquially
as the “beer keg” or “kegger” manifold, the
part was shaped like half of a beer barrel lying
longitudinally atop the center of the V-shaped
engine block. The intake runners, which
supplied the fuel and air to each cylinder, fed
each of the intake ports in the newly designed
cylinder heads. The bolts that secured the intake
manifold to the cylinder heads were installed
at a different angle than those on the older LA
engine; they threaded in vertically, rather than at
the 45-degree angle of the 1966-up LA.
Air was provided from the air filter intake to the
intake manifold by a Holley-designed, aluminum,
twin-venturi, mechanically actuated throttle
body, which was bolted atop the intake manifold.
Each venturi was progressively bored and had a
diameter of 50mm. To this unit were mounted the
Throttle Position Sensor (TPS), Manifold Absolute
Pressure (MAP) sensor and Idle Air Control (IAC)
valve (initially referred to as the “AIS Motor”).
A steel cable connected the accelerator pedal
inside the vehicle to a mechanical linkage at the
side of the throttle body, which acted to open
the air intake butterfly valves inside the venturis.
During idle these butterfly valves were closed,
so a bypass port and the IAC valve were used to
control the intake of air.
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The cylinder heads were another fundamental
change of the Magnum engine, being designed
to meet stricter requirements in both power
and emissions by increasing efficiency.
These heads were cast iron units with new
wedge-shaped combustion chambers and
high-swirl valve shrouding.
Combustion chamber design was most important
in these new heads: LA engine cylinder heads
were given a full-relief open-chamber design,
but the Magnum was engineered with a doublequench closed-chamber type. The higher-flowing
intake ports stepped up intake flow dramatically
in comparison to the original LA heads, and the
exhaust ports improved cylinder evacuation as well.
The shape and porting of the chambers allowed
for more complete atomization of the air/fuel
mixture, as well as contributing to more complete
combustion; these virtues allowed for much greater
efficiency of the engine as a whole.
The intake and exhaust valves were located at
the top of each combustion chamber. The valves
themselves had shorter, 5/16” diameter stems,
to allow for the more aggressive camshaft.
Intake valves had a port diameter of 1.92”, while
exhaust valves were 1.65” with 60cc combustion
chambers. Spark plugs were located at the peak
of the combustion chambers’ wedge, between
the exhaust ports; press-in heat shields protected
them from the heat of the exhaust manifolds.
Cast iron exhaust manifolds, less restrictive than
units found on previous engines, were bolted to
the outboard side of each head. The new cylinder
heads also featured stud-mounted rocker arms,
a change from the shaft-mounted LA arms.
This last change was due to the different oiling
system of the new engine, as described in
the next paragraph. The valve covers on the
Magnum have 10 bolts rather than the previous
5, for improved oil sealing. In addition, the valve
covers were made of thicker steel than earlier
parts, and were installed with a silicone gasket.
The valvetrain was also updated, although it
was still based on a single, center-block-located
camshaft pushing on hydraulic lifters and
pushrods, one for each rocker arm. However,
the cast nodular iron camshaft was of the “roller”
type, with each lobe acting upon a hydraulic lifter
with a roller bearing on the bottom; this made
for a quieter, cooler-running valvetrain, but also
allowed for a more aggressive valve lift. Each
of the lifters acted upon a steel pushrod, which
were of the “oil-through” type.
This was another change for the Magnum.
Because the new pushrods also served to
provide oil to the top of the cylinder head, the
rockers were changed to the AMC-style, screwmounted, bridged half-shaft type. The new
rockers also had a higher ratio: 1.6:1 compared
to 1.5:1 in the LA engine, which increased
leverage on the valves.
In addition, the oil boss located at the end of the
cylinder head on the LA engine was left undrilled,
as it was no longer needed. However, the boss
itself was left in place, perhaps to cut down on
casting and machining costs, and to allow the use
of earlier LA heads.
Engine timing was controlled by the all-steel,
silent Morse timing chain (some early production
engines had double-row roller timing sets),
which was located beneath the aluminum timing
cover at the front of the engine block. The timing
chain sprockets, one each for the camshaft and
crankshaft, were all-steel; for the last few years

the LA engine came with nylon teeth on the
sprockets. At the rear of the camshaft was cut a
set of helical gear teeth, these being used to spin
the distributor. Mounted to the front of the timing
cover was a new-design counter-clockwiserotation water pump, with much improved flow.
Externally, the accessory drive belt was changed
to a serpentine system; coupled with an automatic
belt tensioner this increased belt life, reduced
maintenance and contributed to lower noise and
vibration levels.
The ignition system was also all-new for the
Magnum. Controlled by a new micro-processorequipped Single-Board Engine Controller (SBEC,
also known as the ECM, or Engine Control
Module), the ignition system included a distributor
mounted at the rear of the engine. A 36,000-volt
ignition coil, usually located at the front right of the
engine, provided electrical power to the center of
the distributor cap, where a spinning rotor directed
the power to each of the individual cylinders’ spark
plug wires. Ignition dwell, advance and retardation
were electronically controlled by the SBEC.
The SBEC controlled the ignition, as well as the
opening and closing of the fuel injectors. During
cold startup, wide-open throttle and deceleration,
it did this based on “open-loop”, pre-programmed
operating parameters. During normal idle and
cruising, it began “closed-loop” operation, during
which the module acted based upon inputs from
a variety of sensors. The basic sensors that
provided input to the SBEC included the Oxygen
sensor (O2), Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP)
sensor, Throttle Position Sensor (TPS), Intake
Air Temperature (IAT) sensor and Coolant
Temperature sensor (CTS). The basic actuators
controlled by the SBEC’s outputs included the
fuel injectors, ignition coil and pickup, and the
Idle Air Control (IAC) valve. The latter controlled
idle characteristics. However, the SBEC also
controlled the operation of the charging system, air
conditioning system, cruise control and, in some
vehicles, transmission shifting. By centralizing
control of these systems, the operation of the
vehicle was simplified and streamlined.
Emissions output was controlled by several
systems. The EGR, or Exhaust Gas Recirculation
system, brought exhaust gas from the
exhaust stream up to the intake manifold,
lowering peak combustion temperatures, the
goal being the reduction of NOX emissions.
A PCV, or Positive Crankcase Ventilation system,
introduced oil vapor and unburnt fuel vapors from
the crankcase to the intake, allowing the engine
to re-use these as well. Furthermore, gasoline
vapors that would normally be released into the
atmosphere were captured by the EVAP system,
to then be introduced into the engine.
In 1996, the OBD-II on-board diagnostics
system was introduced on all passenger
vehicles in the United States, as per United
States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) regulation.
As such, a new engine control computer was
developed for vehicles powered by Magnum
engines, known as the JTEC.
The new Powertrain Control Module was
more complex and more intelligent, and added
programming meant it could also control automatic
transmission and other powertrain functions; its
firmware could also be reprogrammed (“reflashed”)
via the same OBD-II port.
With the introduction of the JTEC, the EGR system
was dropped from Magnum engines.
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driven around the bend

the magnum

the bend motorsport park

overvIew

sunday august 25, 2o19

a MIx of the wedge and LA

The CCCSA once again ventured up the freeway to celebrate the second big annual fixture for SA’s newest motorsport mecca, and
follow our own Danny Caiazza on his Aussie Muscle Car Run in raising some coin for the Leukaemia Foundation.

One of the very last RB Wedges, the high-output 440 (4-barrell/mild cam/dual exhausts) big-block V8, was actually originally marketed
as the “Magnum” engine for a range of Dodges in 1972. Soon after that, the Wedge was then superceded by the LA when it came
along – and established itself (including here in Oz) to rule alongside the Hemi for the next few decades.

The V8 Supercar carnival grand opening was on Thursday night, with
the township of Tailem Bend coming alive with the Super Street Party.
Race goers where filled with adrenaline for what was to come over the next
few days.
Friday was the first official day the cars hit the circuit and a practice day for
all the categories. The Aussie Racing Cars, Kumho Super3 Series, Historic
Touring Cars and Radical Australia Cup where the first the hold qualifying
sessions. Drifting SA held a special drifting event for V8 Supercar ticket holders
on the Friday night. The legendary Supercar driver Shane Van Gisbergen
stepped into the new look turbo charged V8 Holden Monaro of Alan Siddells
from Two Wells for some sideways action and delighted spectators at lunch
time. The twenty four entrants took to the track for smoking tyre action under
lights. South Australia’s Dale Campaign first, Jake Jones second and third a
Victorian competitor Chris Dejager.
Racing started early on Saturday with the Classic Historic race cars where first
out. In the Aussie Race Car series car #88 Ollie Shannon from New South
Wales was lucky to gain a last minute deal with the discipline. Ollie’s dreams
were crushed when his Camaro burst into spectacular flames, but luckily the
fire was quickly contained and Ollie was safe. The day was full of action from
all categories. In the Porsche Carrera Cup all three wins over both days went
to #777 Jordan Love. The Western Australian young gun certainly was the
one to watch. Cooper Murray took his first ever Payce Cup win in Oz before
his 18th birthday. The Victorian teenager lapped beneath the existing qualifying
record at the 4.9km circuit to take his #36 Lodge Brothers / McElrea Racing
entry to the top of the charts in practice. A soaring 1m51.074s lap placing him
the fastest across the two sessions.
The 2018 Aussie Racing Cars champion #1, SA’s Joel Heinrich took the round
win. Tough racing with Justin Ruggier winning pole on Friday afternoon, and
a win in the last race on Sunday, Kel Treseder also took a win with Heinrich
winning the other two races. Joel had to fight to come out on top in his home state,
but he stayed on top of his game and did it to be awarded the outright winner.
The Radical Australia Cup is a spectacular series starring the Radical SR3
sportscar. Brenton Griguol represented South Australia in his third outing in
the 2019 series. But unfortunately he just couldn’t keep the cup in South Oz and
its now heading over to New Zealand with # 81 Chris Webke Perini.

Matt Hall performed some spectacular aerobatic displays above the circuit in
his Red Bull Racing plane. The Motor Trades Association, presented Nigel
Benson in his 1700 horsepower wheelstanding ute; the “Aussie Bandit” who
also performed a drag display during the lunch break. The entertainment flowed
over into the evening with The Bend rocking on Saturday Night to the sounds
of Back in Black – an AC/DC tribute band.
There was something for everyone!
As the sun rose each morning so did Aussie Muscle Car entrants Danny
Caiazza and Neville Phillips with the support of the Horse Power Crew.
Eighty keen street club cars owners (from SMASA and the CCCSA) headed
out for two hot laps of the Bend circuit, raising $5500 for the Leukaemia
Foundation. Well done everyone in South Australia.
But the V8 Supercars are what the crowds come to see, and the racing at
the Bend was fast and furious again. Twenty six skilled drivers fought to keep
their Supercars off the sand. Mark Winterbottom took a big hit on turn one
and slid meters into the grassy infield. Frosty didn’t recover well from the hit,
saying “it was a long race.” Scott McLaughlin, in his Ford Mustang equalled
Craig Lowndes with 16 race wins and dominated at the OTR Super Sprint. #2
Holden Scott Pye now believes that Mobil 1 Mega Racing needs a complete
rethink in the architecture of its cars after finishing no higher than 15th over the
whole weekend. Pye was 21st and 20th in the respective Armor All Qualifying
sessions at the OTR SuperSprint, and went on to finish 15th in Race 21 and
16th in Race 22. The introduction of the Ford Mustang has definitely made an
impact on V8 racing in Australia.
The Bend Motorsport Park was to host the opening round of the PIRTEK
Enduro Cup in 2020.The past two years at the Bend have been a SuperSprint,
but the event was to switch to a 500km format in the next season this year. It
will mark the return of a 500km, two-driver race, ahead of the Supercheap Auto
Bathurst 1000 in October. The Bend owner Dr Sam Shahin had confirmed the
circuit would host the Enduro Cup before Sundays race.
But now with the pandemic, unfortunately everything is up in the air.
But, stay positive – and stay tuned.

– Lesley

In 1992, Chrysler introduced the first of a series of upgraded versions of the stalwart LA motor. They had taken some of the
successful aspects of the previous Wedge and combined them with the proven existing LA formula. The company named the
resulting new ‘hybrid’ engine as the “Magnum” – a well-worn marketing term that had also been used by the company previously to
describe a particular model of Dodge passenger car.
The Chrysler Magnum engine is now one of the most successful recent motors – a series of V6, V8, and V10 powerplants used in a
number of Chrysler vehicles, as well as in marine and industrial applications. This family of petrol engine lasted for over a decade,
were installed in vehicles sold across the globe, and were produced in the millions. And they are still favourites in a crate.
The classic 273,
the original LA

PREFACE
The LA engines are a family of pushrod OHV 90° V-configured
gasoline engines built by Chrysler Corporation. It was factoryinstalled in passenger vehicles, trucks and vans, commercial
vehicles, marine and industrial applications from 1964 through 2003.
The combustion chambers are wedge-shaped, rather than the
polyspherical combustion chambers in the predecessor A engine
known as the Poly, or the hemispherical combustion chambers in
the Hemi.
All versions are made of cast iron, except for the Viper V10 which
is aluminum. LA engines have the same 4.46 in (113 mm) bore
spacing as the A engines. LA engines were made at Chrysler’s
Mound Road Engine plant in Detroit, Michigan, as well as plants in
Canada and Mexico.
The “LA” stands for “Light A”, as the older “A” engine it was closely
based on was nearly 50 pounds heavier.

The basic design of the LA engine would go unchanged through the development of the “Magnum” upgrade (1992-1993) and into the 2000s with changes
to enhance power and efficiency, the LA engines were durable designs with high power capacity – the Chrysler’s mainstay V8 for decades — and its only
V8 for many years, as well. And of course we all know that the Valiant here in Oz often came with an LA (the 318, 340 and 360) too.
The first “LA” engine, the 273, appeared in the 1964 US cars; and the basic design (now called the Magnum) was last used in the 2017 Viper. A V-10.
The LA was based on the company’s first low-cost V8s, the A series; but engineers needed to cut the weight, cost, and size of the engines, which dictated
wedge heads with in-line valves. Spark plugs were moved up, closer to the center of the combustion chamber, so they were above the exhaust manifold and
easier to access than in the A and B engines.
The Wedge heads (first used by Chrysler on the B
engines) were far smaller and lighter than the old
Hemi and Poly.
318s with the poly heads are still often called “wide
blocks” though the block itself is about the same size
as that of the LA 318.
A new coring process at Chrysler’s block foundry in
Indianapolis allowed for thinner walls in the block,
shedding fifty pounds and justifying the code LA
(“Lightweight A”). The A-engine tappet bore machining
was preserved to cut tooling expenses; the stroke was
kept for most of the LA engines, too. In the end, it was
far cheaper and faster to build than older Chrysler
V8s, but no less durable — and, more efficient than
the pricey polyspherical-head engines had been.
THE MAGNUM
The Magnum 5.2L, released in 1992, was an
evolutionary development of the 318ci (5.2L) ‘LA’
engine with the same displacement.
Blueprint for the 1994 Ram’s 318.
You can see the roots of such a Magnum in the previous LA.
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The 5.2L was the first of the Magnum upgraded
engines, followed in 1993 by the 5.9L V8 and
the 3.9L V6.
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– Lesley
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once upon a cool
street machIne nostalGIa

van nuys boulevard, 1972
Once upon a time on a Saturday night, if you weren’t out in the city, many of us would have cruised (or perhaps “allegedly”
drag-raced) down Anzac Highway out to Glenelg beach and back. And most of us would have seen the landmark American Graffiti
films or maybe the cult movie Dazed and Confused. Much in the same spirit, here are some amazing photos taken by photographer
Rick McCloskey back in Los Angles, late 1972! Time warp. It’s so cool to see such vivid photos from back then, and how cars were
modified. It’s also cool to see that cars have been bringing people together for a LONG time.
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one last goodbye

413

3oocS at keswIck

cruIse 'n meet wIth the 3OOC Club
I first fell in love with Chrysler 300Cs when I was in Texas around 1989. I was invited to a drive-in night at small country town. Lo and
behold, there was not one but three Chrysler 300s from the ‘50s parked together with their hoods up. I was hooked.
Long and low with massive fins and those cross-ram manifolds sitting atop big V8s. I never forgot those cars – so when Chrysler
announced that they were bringing a modern take on the 300C to Australia, I had to have one.
As soon as they hit our shores, they were instantly polarising. People either
loved or hated them for their big, bold, American brashness (which is exactly
why I liked them). I purchased a 2007 model with a 5.7L Hemi and never looked
back. Now I have a 2014 300 SRT and the love affair continues.
Luckily, there’s enough of us 300 owners here in South Australia to form a
loose alliance so that we can get together for the occasional cruise or photo
shoot. One of the better events was when we got together at the Chrysler sign

at the back of Le Cornu’s just before it was pulled down. We managed to
have fourteen cars there that day and the photos were spectacular.

The 413 cu in (6.8 L) RB was used from 1959 to 1965 in cars. It was also used in medium and
heavy trucks including truck-tractors such as the C-1000, up until 1979. It has a bore of 4.1875
inches. During that period, it powered almost all Chrysler New Yorker and all Imperial models, and
was also available on the lesser Chryslers, Dodge Polara, Dodge Monaco, and Plymouth Fury as
an alternative to the B-block 383 and/or the A-block 318. It was also fitted to some European cars
such as the later Facel Vega Facel II.
In the 1959 Chrysler 300E, the 413 wedge was fitted with inline dual 4-barrel carburetors; it
was factory-rated at 380bhp (283kW) at 5000rpm and 525lb.ft (712N.m) at 3600rpm. In 1960, a
long-tube ram induction system was made standard on the Chrysler 300. It continued as standard
on the 1961 300G, and remained on the option sheets for Chrysler 300s through 1964. In 1962, a
special version known as the ‘Max Wedge’ was made available for drag racing and street use; this
version produced 420 bhp (313 kW) at 5000 rpm.

There have been other cruises put together and it always makes for a head
turning, V8 rumbling event when ten-plus 300s hit the road together as the
South Australia 300 Owners. Check us out on Facebook.

1963 413 RB V8

426 Wedge
Not to be confused with the 426 Hemi, the 426 cu in (7.0L) RB was a wedge-head RB block with a
4.25in (108mm) bore.

– Rick Saxon

1962 RB Max Wedge

The 426 Wedge served as Chrysler’s main performance engine until the introduction of the 426
Hemi. It was initially offered as the “non-catalogued” option S42 in Chryslers (the number of such
produced is uncertain), offered with 373 or 385hp (278 or 287kW) via a single 4-barrel carburetor
(11.0:1 or 12.0:1 compression ratio, respectively), or 413 or 421hp (308 or 314kW) via ram-inducted
dual 4-barrel carburetors (with the same compression ratios). For 1963, horsepower ratings would
slightly increase (see below), and it became optional in B-bodied Dodges and Plymouths. After 1963,
it would be used only in Dodges and Plymouths.

The Max Wedge was a race-only version of the 426 Wedge engine offered from the factory. Known as the ‘Super Stock Plymouth’ and ‘Ramcharger Dodge’,
the Max Wedge featured high-flow cylinder heads developed through state-of-the-art (at the time) airflow testing. They had 17/8-inch exhaust valves, which
required the cylinder bores to be notched for clearance. The blocks were a special severe-duty casting with larger oil-feed passages than other RB engines,
and the blocks were stress-relieved by the factory. Induction came by means of a cross-ram intake manifold tuned for peak power above 4000rpm and two
Carter AFB-3447SA 4-barrel carburetors. The Max Wedge also included high-flow cast-iron exhaust manifolds that, on the later versions, resembled steel tube
headers. The Max Wedge was factory rated at 415 or 425 bhp (309 or 317kW) (depending on compression), and 480 lb.ft (651 N.m) at 4400rpm.
Before the end of the 1963 model year, Chrysler introduced the Stage II Max Wedge with improved combustion chamber design and an improved camshaft.
The last performance year for the Max Wedge came in 1964 with the Stage III. The factory-advertised power rating never changed despite the Stage II and
III improvements. A 426 ‘Street Wedge’ block was also available in 1964 and 1965. It bears little relation to the Max Wedge except for basic architecture and
dimensions. The Street Wedge was available only in B-body cars (Plymouth and Dodge) and light-duty Dodge D Series trucks. It was an increased-bore
version of the standard New Yorker 413 single 4-barrel engine.

440
The 440 cu in (7.2 L) RB was produced from 1965 until 1978, making it the last version of
the Chrysler RB block. It had a light wall construction, precision cast-iron block, with iron
heads and a bore of 4.32 in (109.7 mm), for an overall displacement of 440 cu in (7.2 L).
From 1967 to 1971, the high-performance version was rated at 375 bhp (380 PS;
280 kW) (370 bhp (375 PS; 276 kW) in 1971) at 4,600 rpm and 480 lb⋅ft (651 N⋅m)
at 3,200 rpm of torque with a single 4-barrel carburetor,[9] and from 1969 to 1971, the
highest-output version had an intake setup with 3X2-barrel Holley carburetors (“440 Six
Pack” for Dodge, “440 6-BBL.” for Plymouth) producing 390 bhp (395 PS; 291 kW) at
4,700 rpm (385 bhp (390 PS; 287 kW) in ‘71) and 490 lb⋅ft (664 N⋅m) at 3,200 rpm
of torque.
In 1972, changes were made to the horsepower ratings of vehicle engines from
gross (engine only, without air cleaner, exhaust system, alternator, or other powerconsuming components) to net (with alternator, air cleaner, mufflers, and other vehicle
equipment installed). The new rating system produced lower, more realistic numbers
for any given engine. At the same time, emissions regulations were demanding
cleaner exhaust. Engines including the 440 were made with reduced compression,
modified cam timing, and other tuning measures to comply with the newly tightened
emissions regulations. The 1972 440 produced 335 bhp (250 kW) (gross) at 4400
rpm; the new net rating was 225 hp (168 kW)—which very closely coincided with
period German DIN ratings and TÜV measurements.

1969 Imperial 440

The high-output 440 (4-barrell/mild cam/dual exhausts) was marketed as the Magnum in Dodges, the Super Commando in Plymouths, and the TNT in Chryslers.
From 1972 to 1974 the engine (detuned to run on lead-free gas) was rated at 280 hp (209 kW) net, and dropped in hp each year until 1978, when it was rated
at 255 hp (190 kW) (in police specification) and limited to Chrysler New Yorkers, Chrysler Newports, Dodge Monaco Police Pursuits, and Plymouth Fury Police
Pursuits. It was also available in marine and heavy-duty commercial applications until that year.
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desert fox

383
The 383ci B engine — not to be confused with the RB version — was
essentially a larger bore version of the 350 and 361, using a 4.25in
(108.0mm) bore for a 383.0ci (6,277cc) displacement. This venerable
engine was introduced in 1959. Dodge’s version, the D500 had a cross-ram
induction manifold and dual 4-barrel carburetors as options. In some Dodge
applications, this engine was labelled as the ‘Magnum’, while the Plymouth’s
version was called the Golden Commando. Both came with a dual point
distributor in high-performance versions.

jeepIng to the red centre

wIth cathy groot

The 383 became the standard model Mopar performance engine for the
next decade. The big bore allowed for larger 2.08in (53mm) intake valves,
and the relatively short stroke helped it to be a free-revving engine, as well
as a free-breathing one.
Producing a maximum of 330hp (246kW; 335PS) (gross) and 460 lb.ft
(624N.m) of torque for the 1960 model year, the 383 beat the 392 Hemi
that had reached 435 lb.ft (590N.m). The 1960 383 engines featured the
same basic ram induction system as the Chrysler 300F’s 413 RB engines
(named Sonoramic Commando when sold in Plymouth form). The later 383
Magnum (starting in 1968) used the 440 Magnum heads, camshaft, and
exhaust manifolds. This engine was advertised at 335 hp (250 kW; 340PS).

400
The 400ci (6.6L) B engine was introduced in 1972 to replace the venerable 383,
and were power-rated via the net (installed) method. Chrysler increased the bore
size of the 383 to create the 400. Its bore of 4.342-inch (110.3mm) was the largest
used in any production Chrysler V8 at the date of its introduction. All parts except
for the pistons were interchangeable between the 383 and 400. Crankshafts were
of cast iron composition.
Three versions of this engine were available: a two-barrel/single exhaust version
producing 170hp (127kW; 172PS) at 4,400 rpm with 305lb.ft (414N.m) of torque at
2,400rpm, a four-barrel/single exhaust version producing 205hp (153kW; 208PS)
at 4,400rpm, and a high performance four-barrel/dual exhaust version rated at
260hp (194kW; 264PS) at 4,800rpm, 410 lb.ft (556 N.m) of torque at 3,200rpm. All
three versions used the same 8.2:1 compression ratio. The 400 was used in car,
truck, and motorhome chassis. Horsepower and torque ratings gradually declined
through the years due to the addition of more federally mandated emissions
controls until all Chrysler passenger vehicle big-block production ceased in 1978.
For its last year of production, it only produced 190 hp (142 kW) (although a heavyduty version was also available).
Due to its large factory bore size, short (compared to RB engines) deck height,
and bottom end strength that is greater than any other production B or RB engine
due to extra material added around the main bearing caps, 400 B engine blocks
have become a popular choice for high-performance engine build ups.

RAISED BLOCKS
The RB engines, produced from 1959 to 1979, are Raised-Block (taller) versions of the B motor. All RB engines
have a 3 3⁄4in (95.3mm) stroke, with the bore being the defining factor in engine size. All RB wedge engines share
a deck height of 10.725in (272.4mm), and were fitted with 6.768 in (171.9mm) long
connecting rods, resulting in a 1.80:1 rod ratio. Bore center distance is 4.8 in (120mm).
All RBs are oversquare.
383
Not to be confused with the 383 B engine, the 383 RB had a 4 1⁄32-inch (102.4mm)
bore (with the long stroke of 3 3⁄4-inch (95.3mm)) for a displacement of 383ci (6.3L).
It was only available in 1959 and 1960 on the US-built Chrysler Windsors and
Saratogas; one of Trenton Engine’s lines had been converted to the new RB engine
(to make the 413), and demand for the 383 B engine was too high for the remaining line.
The solution was to create a 383 RB to fill the gap until the plant figured out how to quickly
switch from one block to the other.
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the wedge

overvIew
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Schinella Style of Service

The 'b' and 'rb' motor

The Chrysler B and RB engines are a series of big-block V8 petrol engines introduced in 1958 to replace the Chrysler FirePower
(first generation Hemi) motor. The B and RB donks are often referred to as “wedge” engines because they use wedge-shaped
combustion chambers; this differentiates them from Chrysler’s 426 Hemi big block engines that are typically referred to as
“Hemi” or “426 Hemi” due to their hemispherical shaped combustion chambers.
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PREFACE
Design features of the B and RB engines include 17 capscrews
per cylinder head, a cylinder block that extends 3 inches (76.2mm)
below the crankshaft centereline, an intake manifold not exposed to
crankcase oil on the underside, stamped-steel shaft-mounted rocker
arms (race versions used forged steel rockers), and a front-mounted
external oil pump driven by the camshaft.
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The ‘B’ series wedge was introduced in 1958 with 350ci (5.7L) and
361ci (5.9L) versions. The 361 would continue in production until
the end of the series, albeit only for truck installation. The RB (which
actually means ‘raised B’) arrived one year after the launch of the B
series engines, in 383ci (6.3L) and 413ci (6.8L) displacements. Unlike
the previous B-engines, which had a 3 3⁄8-inch (85.7mm) stroke, the
RB engines had a 3 3⁄4-inch (95.3mm) stroke.
For 1960, a ‘ram induction’ system increased the 413’s torque up to
495 pounds per foot on the Chrysler 300F versions.
The last ‘B-RB’ wedge-headed motor was produced in August 1978,
ending the so-called era of the classic Chrysler ‘big-block’ engines.
350
The 350ci B engine was, along with the 361, the first production B
engine – first available in 1958. It had a bore of 4.06in (103mm).
The 350 is classified as a big block engine.
All parts except for the pistons are fully compatible with the 361.
Vehicles using the B 350 included the 1958 DeSoto Firesweep,
1958 Dodge and 1958 Plymouth Fury.

361

976 South Rd
Edwardstown
08 8297 6055
www.bridgestoneselect.com.au

The 361ci B engine also introduced in 1958 was
essentially the same as the 350, except with a
larger 4 1⁄8-inch (104.8mm) bore, for an actual
displacement of 360.83ci (5,913cc).
In 1964, the Dodge Polara 500 came standard
with a 315bhp (235kW) version of the 361 that
had a four-barrel carburetor, dual-point distributor,
and dual exhausts. Plymouth called their versions
of the early B engine the Commando, variants
of which included the ‘Golden Commando’ and
‘Sonoramic Commando’. It produced 305bhp
(227kW). DeSoto’s B engine was named
Turboflash and produced 295bhp (220kW). The
Dodge standard version was a 2-barrel with
295 bhp (220 kW) called the ‘Super Red Ram’
with an optional variant that was called the D500
and produced 320 bhp (239 kW).

The 361 would last until the end of the series, albeit for trucks only. In its early years, the 305-horsepower 361 was optional on many vehicles, and
standard on, among others, the Dodge 880. The 361 had a fuel injected version in 1958 only. Very few fuel injected B engines were made and only a
handful remain, since most were brought back to the dealer to be fitted with carburetors.
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for the tIme beIng...

stay home and socIAL DISTAnce

The tribute to Dom’s Charger was also notable…
“I always call that a movie car: it’s gotta look and sound the part, but it doesn’t
necessarily mean that it is,” Frank laughs. “If I put that car down the drag strip,
it would blow that diff to kingdom come. The torque converter would fry and
melt the trans with it. To get that car to a drag strip and be successful with
it, I would have to put another $40,000 dollars into that car. At the end of the
day, it’s a 440 with all the good parts as a naturally aspirated engine. I put a
blower on it and detuned the shit out of it. Just to get on and off the trailer, it’s
on a throttle stop, so it won’t rev past 5000 – and I don’t make any more than
about 5 pounds boost, ‘cos if I did, it’d explode everywhere!”
“And I built it to do exactly that! We’ve created the illusion with that car to do
what it does.”
We chatted on and on for some time, covering all aspects of what the guys
have been doing, but I couldn’t finish a story on engines without asking that
all-important question: big block, or small block?
“In a US car, big block, but in an Australian car, a small block,” Robert states.

“Big blocks are just too heavy for A-Bodies,” Frank explains, “and you have
to spend just as much money on those motors to get them to perform as you
would on a small block. The technology is out there for small blocks now, it
keeps the weight down…”
Before wrapping up, Robert quickly interjects.
“One thing I want to point out, the number plate on my VF Coupe says
‘Angry’… that doesn’t mean the owner is angry, it means the car is angry!
The name came from a mate of mine who said, ‘Robert, your car sounds so
angry!’ And I said, wow that’d make a good number plate, but then people
have been worried to come up to me, thinking that the owner is Angry! No, I’m
a happy person, it’s the car!”
“We’re very down to earth guys,” Frank confides. “A lot of people are
apprehensive about approaching us, thinking we’re all about horsepower, all
about big-money builds – and we are, but we’ll cater for anybody’s needs. We
started from nothing, so we know where it’s at.”
Be sure to catch the Bergamins at a drag strip or local car show sometime
soon… once all the hype over Toyota Coronas has died down!

– Luke

so long old frIend
Vale Gary Bridger
Sadly we have lost another of the Chrysler family back in December last year. Auckland native Gary Bridger was an Air New Zealand pilot and one of the
world’s most devoted Valiant Charger enthusiasts. He was well-known in the world Mopar community as a respected automotive historian and duckail
expert who co-authored Hey Charger! – the definitive book on the Aussie Charger, with Gavin Farmer.
Gary knew every intimate detail of his beloved
Chargers – and was always happy to to share
his vast knowledge and passion with anybody
on either side of the ditch. He always loved
a catch-up to talk Valiants and he was a
gentleman in all facets of his life .

Gary Bridger with his 1972 Chrysler Valiant Charger R/T E49

A true gentleman and a fount of so much
Chrysler knowledge, Gary suddenly was gone
too soon – and he will be sadly missed.
On behalf of the CCCSA, we would like
to offer our sincere condolences to Gary’s
wife, his daughters Claudia and Grace, his
relatives and many friends. A very sad loss to
all who were privileged to meet him.
Rest in peace.
– Alan Perkins
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more. What brakes, what could handle what. So now, when we build an engine
combination, we know the transmission, the diff, the fuel system, everything
you need – so in case you do want to go drag racing, it’s not going to break!
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Extensive history of servicing and
mechanical repairs to Chrysler
valiant cars.
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“A lot of people come to us and say they want 500 horsepower, but ‘I’m never
going to race it, I just want to thrash the shit out of it’...” he continues.“Well,
skimping is just not possible. You still have to put in all the good components. It
doesn’t cost any real extra to build a performance motor because it’s the parts;
the crankshaft, the pistons, the rocker gear, valve train – all in the US dollar –
that’s what dictates the price of the engine. Putting it together labour-wise is
not much different.”
“Before they spend one cent with us, we can spend hours educating them.
Because we’ve built so many engines and have so many cars proven, we can
just point out ‘look at this guy’s car, look at that guy’s car’, and they soon realise
us guys do actually know what we’re talking about – and we don’t pull the wool
over anyone’s eyes. We educate them through the whole process, and if they’re
not aware of something we tell them, invite them into the workshop, show
them what’s going in the engine, and before they’ve spent one cent, they’re
already awakened to everything they’ve got ahead of them. We’ll quote it on
paper, we’ll get prices from Outlaw Speedshop or whatever shop we use, and
show them trade prices to show them this is the real deal. This is the parts that
are going to go in the engine, this is what it’s going to cost, and this is what
you’ll need to make a car handle it. And if they can’t afford it, we’ll lessen the
package, but still get a good finished product in the end within their budget.
We’ve done so many variations of combinations, it’s become easy for us. We’re
not all about bling!”
Being avid drag racers themselves, the Bergamins not only know what goes
into building a fast engine, but they know how to drive too! “A lot of guys want
a figure – a horsepower figure – yet they can’t drive the car!” Frank chuckles.
“They can’t handle the horsepower! We’ve been doing this for years, and I’ll

put them in a car we’ve just built, smoke the whole road in a power skid, in
top gear – and they can’t even get first gear to do that, ‘cos they can’t handle
the horsepower! They usually come with a big figure.We build a combination
that will fit within their budget, drive it like a maniac and they actually go away
happy with less horsepower than they thought they’d have – but they can’t
drive it anyway! So what we do is send them to the racetrack where there’s
traction, and we can teach them how to race and how to use the power.”
“When we go away drag racing, we take like four cars with us,” Robert adds.
“Four different people, the cars that we’ve built, and we always have one or
two cars in the finals on the country tracks. People know us as those ‘Mopar
boys’, ‘those Bergamins – the Mopar boys again!’
“We’ve been everywhere with our cars!”
The Bergamins have had a hand in many local builds over the years, but which
are the standouts?
“My own car, my VF Coupe, I love it – it’s a great build, but my favourite build
would have to be Billy Papas’ Charger that we did. It’s the ultimate street
car,” Robert confesses.
“I really enjoyed my green VJ sedan, which was a turbo-charged 318,” Frank
admits. “That was just a real shitty build, we knew fuck all about turbos, I
bought a heap of shit from a wrecking yard for $800 bucks, I had a running 318,
we chucked a turbo on it, got it going and it instantly doubled the horsepower.
Over time, we broke transmissions and diffs, but we were learning… it was
basically a research and development car. Trying to build horsepower on a
minimal budget. I had the running 318, just had to put gaskets through it,
I bought the trans from a swap meet for $800, which was a 727, I had my
brother’s 2500 stall converter from a car he had years before, so basically we
built it with junk we had lying around.”

455 Goodwood Road
Westbourne Park
South Australia 5041
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luke balzan IntervIews...

the bergamIn brothers
Humans love to anthropomorphise just about everything, and while it’s obvious in some
areas (like humanoid robots or people who play dress-ups with their dogs), we do it in often
subtle ways with everything else. When it comes to cars, it’s easy to refer to an engine as the
heart and often soul of a vehicle. In real terms however, it’s more like all the major organs
rolled into one, with pretty much everything else being peripheral or as an interface for input/
output. To this end, I like it when Torqueback dedicates itself to engines, as this is the centre
of the car universe (even if we spend the majority of our time either ogling bodies or driving).
Focusing on the Wedge and Magnum engine variants, which are not so common here in Oz,
with our sixes and LA small blocks, I wanted to have a BalzanAll that paid appropriate tribute
to this centrepiece of car-dom. And when it comes to Mopar engines, short of talking to Don
Garlits or someone from Detroit, there’s none better to talk to than our famous local Mopar boys,
The Bergamin Brothers.
Infamous for their engines on and off the drag strip, I caught up with Robert and
Frank Bergamin to find out a little more about what goes into a Bergamin build.
“It started back when I was 16 or 17 years old,” Robert begins. “I just liked
Valiants, and had a passion for cars. Back then, we didn’t have a lot of money,
so we had do a lot of things ourselves – and that was when I first built my
first small block Chrysler. The more I did myself, the more I learned, and you
learn by small mistakes you make. You think, ‘try this, it’ll work’ – and some
things might not work, but you learn by trialling different things. Then other
people began to look at what we were doing with our cars, and then people
started to ask can you do something for me, and it progressed like that. Tuning
people’s cars, helping them do little things, and before you know it ‘can you
build me a motor?’ and it snowballed from there. But it started from our own
personal experience, from doing our own thing, combinations of what works,
what doesn’t – and it’s what made us what we are today.”
While the Bergamins have certainly made their name on and off track with
Mopars, they’re not cradle-Moparians…“It’s funny that, ‘cos my dad always
had Holdens and Fords,” Robert recalls. “My older brother bought his first
Valiant, and from then on we got into Valiants. And our friends had Valiants, so it
just revolved around all Mopar stuff.”
“With me, my first Valiant was a VG Valiant I bought from a wrecking yard for
$300,” Frank chimes in. “It was running. It was a goldie-brown VG, three speed
manual on the column with a smoky 245. My brother followed behind me getting
smoked out from the wrecking yard. We pulled that motor out, put a good Hemi
in it, a good runner. We ended up going for a three-speed shifter on the floor
and it was a real cheap build, it owed me like $1200 when I was finished, and I
had just turned 17. And that was my first Valiant, and then it was a VE and what
not… by the time I was 18 we had a 265 in the VE with a four-speed running 13
seconds down the quarter.”

6

“As soon as we got fast, we wanted to go drag racing, and that’s where a
window opened up for us with performance vehicles,” Frank continues. “We
were doing everything from home. As you probably know, we’re farmers.We’re
market gardeners – we grow carrots for a living, so we were limited on money.
But because of our mechanical background – from being farmers able to work
on diesel engines and build machinery, and being able to modify and all that
sort of thing – plus watching our dad, as he’s very hands-on mechanical himself
– we just used our own trial and error. But we didn’t make a lot of mistakes;
we were already mechanically minded and knew the ins and outs of engines
from working on them from since we were kids. And like Robert said, guys
started seeing that and wanted us to start building their cars. There’s nothing
that we’ve done for anybody that we haven’t previously done, or more, on our
own vehicles. We’ve never used anybody as a guinea pig, and this sounds a bit
stupid to say, but we haven’t actually built anybody’s cars faster than our own.”

CARS FOR SALE

PARTS FOR SALE

CARS WANTED

2010 Chrysler Sebring Hardtop Convertible.
Low Km (approx. 60K).
Mechanically excellent.
Genuine reason for sale
– Roy 0412 154 992

Chrysler 318 V8 5.2 litre motor
on a truck chassis
for sale with both Gregory car manual 1&2,
has been housed in a farm shed under roof,
in good condition, was a hobby project which I
never finished.
Asking price $250.00 the lot
– Clark Ernst 0400 570 061

Valiant Sedan AP6 to VG
– Dennis Mitchell

PARTS WANTED
GLX seat material, any colour
– Suzannah 0421 899 704
1 x 6.5in ROH Valiant sports rim
– Alex 0448 676 011

4 x Hotwire alloys. No bolts or centre caps.
Suit Valiant up to VG model $400
– Jimmy 0423 076 541

VF/VG Hardtop Regal/770
must be V8 auto
in fantastic or restored condition
– Steve Lawler 0418 817 902
To place an ad...
Email: general@cccsa.net.au,
phone: 0412 426 360
or fill out the Buy, Sell, and Swap book at the
monthly meeting....

Making the move from building high performing and powerful cars into drag
racing was a perfectly logical progression for the Bergamins, and it’s helped to
cement their reputation and hone their expertise.
“Our cars could be driven on the street,” Frank admits, “but we legally drag
race and we compete professionally, to win. A lot of people don’t realise
you don’t need a fast car to do that, you just need a reliable car that works
to race professionally and bring home trophies. Being that we’re in a rural
area, we were illegal street racing for many years, like Fast and the Furious
shit… Where we’re from, we’d have like 200 people lining the streets with
cars, doing burnouts, drag racing, fly-bys, you name it. But once the cops got
there and busted a lot of people, we said ‘let’s not do this anymore and let’s
do it legally’… Drag racing is good because you’re putting your car through
extreme stress. With a performance engine on the street, the wheels spin and
the horsepower is unloaded, but once we got into drag racing, we learned a lot
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dialog
from the secretary

Hi all, time again for my Dialog.
Firstly, thanks to all the ACF committee for
their input in organising Adelaide Chrysler
Festival 2020 – only to be postponed due to
the Coronavirus. Disappointing, but at least
when decided not to go ahead with ACF most
of the groundwork had already been completed.
ACF 2020 was looking to be a big show with
our current membership of approximately 370
members, including 300 plus vehicles on club
registration – and also a lot of interest shown on
social media this year.
Willshire invited CCC of SA to have our Xmas
meeting at their workshop again last year and
supplied a great barby with plenty to eat including
cold beverages for all, and a tour of their work
shop which was very interesting, well done and
thank-you to Darryl and his staff.
In December members met at Tailem Bend
and headed off to Robe for our Xmas sleepover
stopping at Kingston Crown Hotel for lunch and
a cup of tea, lunch finished we headed to the
Sea Vu Caravan Park where we met up with
Richard and Ming also Brendan and Margaret
who towed their period caravan with their VE
Valiant from country South Australia, all booked

in we unpacked ready for a happy hour or two
on the seafront before walking to the Caledonia
Hotel for a great meal, with dinner finished
Damian presented an automotive quiz which
was good fun and promoted lots of discussions
amongst everyone, then after a few more drinks
we all walked back to our cabins and settled in
for the night, was an excellent evening. Early
next morning some of us went for a walk along
the seafront while others went and found some
breakfast then back to the cabins packed our
belongings and headed for Larry the Lobster who
resides in Kingston. Damain seen the owner
asking if a photo shoot was possible he agreed
and told us that Larry had just been renovated, 6
Valiants + Phoenix + Hillman Imp lined up under
his legs to have a photo taken with “Larry the
Lobster” who was celebrating his 40th birthday
on that very day what a great birthday present we
gave him, then we all headed to Wellington for a
light lunch at the pub with lunch finished we said
our farewell’s and headed for home, great road
trip and weekend thank-you Damian.
In January Milang held an Old Machinery show
with lots of stationary engines all running and
beautifully restored very interesting, we also did
the Mt Barker Power of the Past show same sort

of display as Milang and well organized that was
interesting also took you back in time, there was
good display from our club members and our
vehicles came in for a lot of comments especially
the Chargers, once again thankyou Damian for
arranging a couple of great cruises.
Stay tuned to our club website calendar for more
information on the “Adelaide Chrysler Festival”
and other cruises. All the best for Easter, take
care and drive safe in you Mopar’s.
Cheers
– Di and Chris

Andrew Ingleton’s Charger recently starred
in Julia Zemiro’s Home Delivery, featuring
Australian cricket legend Ian Chappell.
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the car-line

from the presIdent

When the Committee met the week before
ACF was scheduled to happen, we had a very
difficult decision to make. Personally I lost a lot
of sleep that weekend going to and fro.
At one stage it looked possible to continue
with the event, albeit with some changes in
place. But three days before that this virus
was something happening on the other side of
the world and Australia was just running out of
toilet paper.

Howdy everyone.

We saw how fast things were escalating and
in the back of our minds was that it was likely
to change even more before the following
weekend. Better to be safe than sorry and
postpone at that point when we had a week to
make the change.

Hope you’re all hunkered down getting on
with whatever long-deferred projects you
have in the shed – and haven’t run out of your
doomsday preppin’ supplies yet.

Thankfully we did, because as we know, things
did change and the restrictions tightened even
more and the decision would have been taken
out of our hands completely.

Me, I’ve made more progress on the Galant
restoration in the last four weeks than I have in
the previous four years.

We were sitting right on 215 registered
attendees when we had to postpone; a big
number a week out from the show compared
to previous years, so it looked like being a
great event.

And the guitar that’s taken me two and a half
years to build is looking like getting finished
sooner than planned!
We are certainly living in interesting and
rapidly changing times.

As I’m writing this it appears that (most) people
are heeding the message and staying home
and we are “flattening the curve”.

Well, let’s hope that continues and maybe the
2020 Adelaide Chrysler Festival can still go
ahead later in the year.
In the meantime we’ve also had to cancel
all meetings, cruises and events. It could be
a while before our Mopars come out of the
sheds! We are looking medium-term at ways
we can keep CCCSA members engaged.
Possibly through having online meetings. We’ll
keep you posted about that as we work out the
best means of doing it.
Then, while all this is happening, the price of
petrol has dropped to levels that I don’t recall
for maybe twenty years. How ironic that it’s
now cheaper than ever to drive our cars, but
we’ve got nowhere to go. Still, if you’re like
me, that cheap tank of 98 I bought two weeks
ago would normally last six months anyway,
so now I should get a year out of it!
So on that note, keep positive for the next few
months while we ride this out. If we all do our
bit things will get back to some state of normal
sooner rather than later. Use the time to do all
those jobs you’ve always been putting off in
the garage.
Till we’re allowed out again, stay safe, stay at
home and keep it Mopar!
– Iain

Crickets...
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bear metal

from the edItor

G’day. How’s it going. Hope you’re all coping with the
apocalypse out there...

They’d already left other RHD markets in the UK,
India, Japan, and South Africa.

Welcome to issue 38 of the new Torqueback – The
Wedge and the Magnum. Once again sorry about the
delay, but as you can probably understand there’s been
a few things going on… well, actually heaps!

Evidently, Canberra were surprised by this decision
– revealing they were never consulted about it.
ScoMo then fumed that Holden had allowed its
business to “wither away after years of receiving
taxpayer-funded subsidies”. But, in typical politspeak
BS, the PM turned it around to say GM’s decision
to axe Holden and cease operating in Oz “proved
the ineffectiveness of any government propping
up industry.”

Yes indeed. As Jim Morrison once crooned “strange
days have found us…” Man, 2019 was a rough year,
but I think we may have to take back everything we said
about it, hey.
First we had the bushfires. The worst ever in modern
Australia’s history. Such tragedy and hardship.
There was no leadership from EITHER side, only
blame-shifting and tit-for-tatt from an out-of-touch
Canberra – but there were stories of courage and
resilience, and also some valuable lessons to be
learned. It was also heartening to see average citizens
take up the responsibility and rally around each other.
We all wanted to pitch in and help, even if our pollies
had NFI. I myself was honoured and privileged to be
invited to contribute to a special comicbook anthology
project called Australia Burns – a fundraiser for the
families of those who had lost their lives.

Visit meguiars.com.au

I was then travelling Cambodia when I first heard about
the COVID-19 virus outbreak in China. The locals
– who really don’t like Beijing much because of their
influence in all the corruption that hobbles Cambodia –
suggested it was ‘karma’.
We weren’t back home in Adelaide too long when we
suddenly had another medical emergency to deal with,
but luckily that was sorted immediately. And then there
was a death in the family. It was all happening!
But the virus thing was still just something going on ‘far
away’ overseas.
And then the pandemic finally arrived in Oz – and now
it has changed EVERYTHING.

“It’s what’s on the inside that counts”
CHrYsLer speCIaLIsts

• Full Re-Trims • Head Linings
• Steering Wheel Re-covering • Carpets & Door Trims
InterIors & soft-tops

• Full Restorations • Seat & Foam Repairs • Carpets
• Vinyl Welding • Leather Trim • Custom Soft-Tops
Seat BeltS & ReStRaintS

• Seat Belt Supply, Service & Repairs
• Classic Car / Compliance Fitments

• Restraint & Anchor Point Installation

Not only have we had to postpone the 2019 Adelaide
Chrysler Festival indefinitely, but with self-isolation
and social distancing to flatten the curve, I can’t even
enjoy my footy! Has the world gone mad?
I reckon it’ll be a very different place afterwards.
It seems like a lifetime ago when I first started
putting this issue together, back in December.
We’d just witnessed the final demise of the Holden
brand in Australia. Just three years after the end of
the local production in Oz and two months after the
announcement for the cancelation of the Commodore
and Astra – to solely import pick-ups and SUVs –
the brand would be axed by the end of 2019. The
last design and engineering departments were to be
closed and any new car offerings to be retired by 2021.
Apparently the move was due to GM’s plans to
leave all RHD markets in an attempt to optimise its
business globally. The propaganda was that it was an
“agonising decision” directly from Detroit which had
nothing to do with the local division of the company.

I dunno about that.
I still wonder if the pollies actually didn’t do enough – for
all of our automotive industry, to tough it out.
But I think this is much more than just economics.
The Lion was part of our culture. Our society, y’know?
But, as I’ve talked about before here in my editorials,
perhaps in this new millennium (sadly, for car people
anyway) that world is changing.
For decades, ‘Australia’s own’ did more than just
put this country on wheels. Love ‘em or hate ‘em,
Holden helped shape who we were as a nation.
Australians have always voted with their wallets
and it’s clear that the love for the dunnydoor and it’s
rival coon had long gone – but all that’s left now are
gnawing doubt and recrimination.
The rot started in 2004 when Holden’s sales began
to decrease every year. Then in 2010, just as Holden
looked as if it might recover from the GFC, Detroit
killed off the Pontiac initiative. And the General’s
reorganisation of assets demonstrated to Holden that
these export aspirations would be severely curtailed.
Totally contradicting itself, GM became an insular
business with little overseas interest, when the auto
industry has to be global. There probably will be no
GM at all even in Trumpland in the near-future.
Back here in Oz, the market was shifting –
and Holden just couldn’t adapt. Then, in 2012
the Commodore was deposed as the nation’s
best-selling car after fifteen years at the top of the
charts. But it wasn’t a Falcon or a Camry that usurped
the throne. No, it was a Mazda 3 – signalling a very
different buying intention from Australians. And to
make matters worse, Holden had no rival to it – there
was no Astra between 2009 and 2015.
You might blame all those dicks out there who put
bowtie badges on their Commodores’ grills. Rumour
has it that when they visited, the bosses from Detroit
noticed them everywhere.
My daily is a 2010 VE wagon and I absolutely love it.
It’s probably the best car I’ve ever owned (outside of
a Mopar of course). I guess I’ll just have to try and
preserve it now. Who knows, maybe it’ll become a
collectors’ item in years to come!
We’ll still have one last Commodore next year, but we
all know that its actually an Opel – it’s not an Australian

car built for Australia – which is why most of us suddenly
stopped buying them last year. And soon we’ll probably
have to choose between a Mustang or a Camaro.
That might not necessarily be a bad thing – if we can
be different with a new Charger or Challenger!
Anyway... in this issue we look at two famous Mopar
motors – the ‘Wedge’ and the ‘Magnum’.
The Wedge was a huge innovation for muscle from the
late 1950s (one of Chrysler’s most famous engines of
course being the Max Wedge) and turned out to be the
forerunner of the renown LA engine we now know of
very well here in Oz – which we got with our Valiant.
The LA (which will have it’s own issue of Torqueback
down the track) then evolved into a new architecture
Chrysler coined the Magnum (actually from an old name
for one particular edition of Wedge motor, confusingly).
The Magnum has become probably Chrysler’s most
famous modern motor alongside the third generation of
Hemi today (everybody has heard of the Magnum 440
and the V10 in the Viper). Indeed, the reliable Magnum
is today a favourite for customisers out of a crate.
I hope you enjoy finding out about them as I did.
Meanwhile, hang in there with this pandemic. Wash
your hands, stay home if you can, and social distance
– while you support your local businesses. Always buy
local and try to buy Australian. I went and got some
tyres from Richard (and Sarah) at Bridgestone Select
Edwardstown (sponsors of the CCCSA) on the weekend
– and I still got a good deal, with some great service.
Now I’m gonna order a pizza and curl up with my
labradors in front of the fire, to binge Vikings on Netflix...
Life will return to ‘normal’ one day, eventually – it just
might have to be a new normal – whatever that will be.
So, take heart – it’s just a question of when, not if...
Cheers,
Dave H

A blast from the past...
Staging a Driveby in a Rival Gang’s Hood.
Vignette from
Ten Really Good Reasons You May
Miss Out On Your drivers Licence
Australian Mad Magazine, 1998.
Give me any excuse to draw a hippo!

4 Deacon ave, Richmond Sa 5033 • p: 8292 2500 • e: sales@willshire.com.au

www.willshire.com.au
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General monthly meetings are held on the
FIRST Tuesday of every month at:
The West Adelaide Football Club,
57 Milner Rd, Richmond.
$50 per year (includes club registration and quarterly magazine)

Photographer Mark Rebilas snapped
this shot after the NHRA drag races.
A woman walking alone, spreading
something along a dragstrip in the US.
It turned out to be a loved one’s ashes.
They must’ve loved drag racing...
DISCLAIMER
Chrysler, Jeep®, Dodge and Mopar are registered trademarks of FCA LLC and are used with permission by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia.
Torqueback is not a commercial publication and is only published in good faith as a newsletter for a not-for-profit organisation.
The mention of companies, products or services, and the inclusion of advertisements in this magazine does not immediately
imply any automatic endorsement by the Chrysler Car Club of South Australia or its editorial team. The CCCSA accepts no liability
for any misfortune or dissatisfaction resulting from any sponsor’s disservice, or any misleading information, errors or omissions herein.
The opinions expressed in Torqueback are not necessarily the views of the CCCSA, only of the individual volunteer contributors.
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The passion, the pride of ownership, the sheer emotional attachment no one understands it better than Shannons.
When it comes to insurance for your special car,
daily drive, bike or your home, there’s only one
person you should talk to – a fellow enthusiast at
Shannons. You can even pay your premium
monthly at no additional cost.
So call Shannons for a

quote on 13 46 46.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS
CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer.
Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.

The Wedge & The Magnum

